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ABSTRACT

The main objective of the study is to present how the supply chains of web shops can be 
described in a way that supports integrating the processes in them. The critical tasks in 
integrating an electronic supply chain are presented by developing a descriptive model. 
The model is built from theories of supply chain management (SCM) and business 
process literature. E-business is inserted into the theoretical framework as a phenomenon. 
In the empirical part of the study, a small e-business solution provider, LogbyE.com, is 
used as an example of a channel integrator. The case discusses the supply chain of one of 
the company’s major clients; a Finnish Internet record shop called Netinlevy Oy 
(www.huiput.com). Information for the empirical study was gathered by interviewing key 
players in the supply chain. The methodology of the study is conceptual, and the results 
are based on the description made and intuitive analysis from it.

SCM together with e-commerce will on one hand lead to more efficient co-operation 
throughout the supply chain, on the other to increasing pressure to integrate IT -systems 
and business processes. Web-technology increases the companies’ possibilities to build 
networks and this way focus on core capabilities. In the future companies will fulfill end- 
customer requirements in a vertically limited part of the supply chain, a customer 
channel. Consequently, new supply chain specialists focusing on operations and 
integrating the channels are needed. The framework presented in this study is based on a 
SCM conceptualization developed by Cooper et al. (1997) and Lambert et al. (1998). To 
clarify the roles and responsibilities while describing the supply chain, the customer 
channel model is used (e.g., Heikkilä 1998, 8). Business process theory is applied to 
support the integration of supply chain activities. The developed description model 
consists of four parts: describing the supply chain network, identifying and describing 
business processes, organizing the management components for the processes, and 
revising these three parts.

LogbyE.com gathers the required supporting partners and services for Netinlevy’s supply 
chain, and organizes the management of the electronically integrated supply chain 
members. Integration in Netinlevy’s case is limited to first-tier vertical partners. The 
wholesalers cause a fracture to the electronic supply chain by accepting only fax orders. 
To integrate the entire chain LogbyE.com should act as a neutral party aiming to serve all 
members. Processes are useful tools in implementing integration. This study suggests 
processes be identified from key activities of the supply chain. With appropriate 
management components the processes are formed into competencies. In Netininlevy’s 
case the shared IT -structure has a major role in managing the processes. Only few other 
management components are identified. Traditionally the management practices have 
been organized based on power, agreements and tradition. Here it is suggested that 
channel integrators be given the responsibility for organizing the management 
components. For LogbyE.com to be credible and to be able to offer the best possible 
solutions, it should keep its solutions open to complementing partners and services.

Keywords: supply chain management, supply chain integration, electronic business, web 
shop, business processes, customer channel, channel integrator
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Elektronisen toimitusketjuverkoston kuvaaminen - Case: LogbyE.com

TIIVISTELMÄ

Tutkielman tavoitteena on kuvata miten Intemet-kauppiaan toimitusketju voidaan 
havainnollistaa toimitusketjun integrointia tukevalla tavalla. Integroimisessa huomioitavat 
tekijät esitellään luomalla malli jolla toimitusketjua voidaan kuvata. Mallissa käytetään 
toimitusketjun johtamiseen (Supply Chain Management, SCM) sekä 
liiketoimintaprosesseihin liittyvää kirjallisuutta. Sähköisen liiketoiminnan tuomat 
muutokset sijoitetaan teoriaviitekehykseen. Tutkimuksen empiirisessä osassa käytetään 
pientä suomalaista sähköisen kaupankäynnin ratkaisutarjoajaa, LogbyE.cormia (Nettitaivas 
Oy), esimerkkinä kanavaintegraattorista. Kuvauksessa keskitytään LogbyE.común 
suurimpaan asiakkaaseen, sähköiseen cd-levy -kauppa Netinelevy Oy.ön 
(www.huiput.com). Tiedot empiiristä osaa varten kerättiin haastattelemalla avainhenkilöitä 
toimitusketjuun kuuluvissa yrityksissä. Tutkimus on selittävää ja tulokset ovat kuvauksesta 
vedettyj ä j ohtopäätöksiä.

SCM yhdessä sähköisen kaupankäynnin kanssa johtaa toisaalta tehokkaampaan 
yhteistyöhön toimitusketjussa, mutta toisaalta kasvavaan tarpeeseen yhdenmukaistaa 
tietojärjestelmät ja liiketoimintaprosessit. Internet-teknologia mahdollistaa yritysten 
tehokkaan verkottumisen. Yksittäinen yritys voi keskittyä ydinosaamiseensa ja 
tietojärjestelmien avulla linkittää sen toimintaa tukevien yritysten prosessit omiinsa. 
Tulevaisuudessa yritykset jakaantuvat yhä enemmän palvelemaan loppuasiakkaitaan 
toimitusketjun vertikaalisissa osissa, asiakaskanavissa. Tästä johtuen tarvitaan 
uudentyyppisiä yrityksiä, jotka ovat erikoistuneet toimintaketjun operatiiviseen 
ohjaamiseen ja integroimiseen. Tässä tutkimuksessa luotavan mallin pohjana käytetään 
Cooperiin ym. (1997) ja Lambert:in ym. (1998) kehittelemää SCM:in kolmijakoa. 
Toimitusketjuverkoston rakennetta selkeyttämään sovelletaan asiakaskanavamallia (esim. 
Heikkilä, 1999), ja toimintojen integroimiseen teoriaa liiketoimintaprosesseista. Malli on 
jaettu neljään osaan: toimitusketj uverkoston piirteiden kuvaamiseen, prosessien 
tunnistamiseen ja kuvaamiseen, prosessit leikkaavien johtamiskäytäntöjen 
määrittelemiseen, sekä kolmen ensimmäiseen vaiheen arviointiin.

LogbyE.com yhdistää tarvittavat yhteistyökumppanit ja palvelut asiakkaidensa 
toimitusketjuihin, ja organisoi toimitusketjun ohjaamisen sähköisesti integroitujen jäsenten 
osalta. Netinlevyn tapauksessa integraatio on rajoittunut lähimpiin toimintaa tukeviin 
yrityksiin. Tukkukauppiaat aiheuttavat katkoksen elektroniseen toimitusketjuun 
hyväksymällä ainoastaan faksilla toimitettuja tilauksia. Voidakseen edistää integrointia 
LogbyE.com:in tulee toimia puolueettomana osapuolena toimitusketjussa. Prosessit ovat 
hyödyllinen työkalu integroinnissa. Nämä tulee perustaa toimitusketjun ydintoiminnoille. 
Johtamiskäytäntöjen avulla prosesseja ohjataan ja niistä muokataan ydinosaamista. 
Netinlevyn toimitusketjussa tietojärjestelmillä on suuri rooli prosessien ohjaamisessa. 
Muita yhteisiä johtamiskäytäntöjä on vähän tunnistettavissa. Perinteistesti 
johtamiskäytännöt ovat määräytyneet valta-aseman, sopimusten ja perinteiden perusteella. 
Tässä tutkimuksessa ehdotetaan että johtamiskäytäntöjen organisointi annetaan 
kanavaintegraattorin vastuulle. Pystyäkseen tarjoamaan parasta mahdollista palvelua ja 
ollakseen uskottava on tärkeää, että LogbyE.com pitää palvelunsa avoimena täydentäville 
palveluille ja yrityksille.

Avainsanat: toimitusketj unohjaaminen, toimitusketjun integrointi, elektroninen
liiketoiminta, liiketoimintaprosessit, asiakaskanava, kanavaintegraattori
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation of the study
The Internet enables a rapidly increasing amount of electronic, commercial transactions 

between organizations and individuals. Generally speaking the emphasis in supply chains 

(SC’s) is moving from push to pull driven and with the help of electronic commerce it will 

evolve to totally consumer driven manufacturing. At the same time increasing deregulation, 

globalization, and use of Information Technology set harder efficiency requirements for 

companies (e.g., Papows 1998, 31). Hierarchical and functionally based organizational 

architectures do not support the information requirements set by new market requirements and 

new technological capabilities (Burgess 1998, 16). Many authors have concluded that the 

complexity of operations makes single organizations no longer a justifiable business (e.g., 

Kalakota 1999, Papows 1999). As competition is moving from competition of companies to 

competition of supply chains, organizations are facing new challenges in how to integrate their 

SC to operate like one entity.

A lot is written about supply chain management (SCM), but it has not found a generally 

accepted definition yet. This has resulted to most of the SCM literature being about defining the 

concept (Bask 1999, 26). For example Bechtel and Jayaram (1997, 17) have done research on 

different supply chain management definitions. The definitions range from managing material 

flows to integrating the whole chain and managing networks of companies. According to 
Poirier (1999, 55) the emerging supply chain models will have two channels of response for the 

consumer looking upstream into it: the physical and cyber-based response. The consumer will 

choose the supply chain which suites his purposes best. The emerging virtual networks of 

companies must provide concrete improvements to the existing systems. The establishment of 

electronic supply chains extends the chain to end-customers premises, which forces traditional 

retailers and wholesalers to look for new logistical solutions. Recently, much research has been 

done on the different electronic business models (e.g., Kettunen et al. 1998, Heikkilä et al. 

1998).

The efficient fulfillment of customer needs in electronic business requires that all parties share 

a common view about the SC activities. An integrated approach in managing logistics, order 
management, and communication is needed. Lambert et al. (1998, 1) state: "Business 

Management has entered the era of inter-network competition and the ultimate success of a
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single business will depend on management’s ability to integrate the company’s intricate 

network of business relationships.” By clearly mapping the supply chain and conceptualizing 

the business processes in it, this thesis aims to develop a descriptive model. The model helps in 
managing the supply chain, and is a powerful tool in integrating the internal business processes 

of a company with the business processes of its supply chain partners.

1.2 Research Problem and objectives

Businesses today face increasing complexity of operations, deregulation of markets, rapid 

advance of technology, and constant growth. These conditions require core competency in too 
many functional areas, leading to increasing specialization and collaboration. For SME’s, 

effective collaboration is especially important to reach economies of scale in their support 

operations. This research examines a situation where a small retailer aims to build competitive 

advantage by forming an inter-enterprise community consisting of many specialized 

companies.

The primary research questions of this study are:

1. How can an electronic supply chain best be described and conceptualized?

2. What are the critical tasks in linking business processes to form an integrated electronic 

supply chain?

The objective of the study is to develop a model for constructing a functioning network of 

organizations, by gaining deeper understanding of the SC. In practice, the model can be used 

as an activity description for channel integrators (i.e., companies offering supply chain 

solutions). Additionally, the model helps to clarify the roles and responsibilities in the SC.

1.3 Approach and structure of the study

Next, the approach to the research problems and the limitations and assumptions with which 

this is made will be presented. To ensure all readers have a common understanding of 
underlying concepts, a short description of the basic characteristics of electronic SC’s is given 

in chapter 1.3.1 and key terminology is defined in chapter 1.3.2. This study concentrates on 

presenting how a supply chain network can be built. The research problems are approached by:
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a) Forming a framework for describing SC networks based primarily on theories of SCM and 

secondarily on theories of process management, and placing electronic commerce as a 

phenomenon in these contexts.

b) Analyzing the operations of a channel integrator utilizing the insights derived from the 

developed theoretical framework.

The first part of the study consists of the introduction and a literature review, the second part 

presents a model for integrating the SC and tests empirically, and the last part gathers 

conclusions and recommendations from the thesis. Table 1-1 shows the structure of the study 

and the main objective of each chapter.

Table 1-1 Structure of the Study

Part I: Presenting the Problem, and 
Theory Used in Approaching it

Part II: Developing a Model for 
Efficient Supply Chain Integration

Part III: The 
Contribution of
SC Integrators, 
and SC Processes 
in SCM

Chapter 1:
Introduction

2:
Literature Review on 
SCM

3:
Considerations 
In Building 
Supply Chain 
Networks

4:
Offering
Electronic
Supply Chain 
Solutions

5:
Conclusion and 
Recommendations

Objective To familiarize 
the reader with 
the concepts of 
the study

To present a review 
of the new trends of 
the established 
research in the field

To present a 
decision 
framework for 
an electronic 
retailer
integrating the 
supply chain

To apply the
theories used in 
the decision 
framework to the 
real-world case

To present the key
findings, 
managerial 
implications and 
possible fields for 
future research

In the literature review approaches to conceptualize SCM are presented. One suitable model is 

closely analyzed, based on which the own model is built in chapter 3. Two important drivers of 

change and great facilitators of improvements in SC’s are placed in to the model description: 

the increasing amount of inter-firm relationships, and the increasing specialization (i.e., 

customer channel separation). The last part of the literature study takes a look at the emergence 

of channel integrators, important players in integrating the supply chains of today. The theories 

presented are used to build the model for integrating modern supply chains, based on which the 

SC network around Netinlevy Oy will be analyzed.
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There are two underlying assumptions made in this study. First, it is assumed that shopping 

services are moving towards coordination within separated channels (i.e., future companies will 

be more focused on their core competencies) (e.g., Heikkilä et al. 1998). Second, shared 
information systems are seen as the major issue in integrating small SC’s. E-business will not 

be discussed separately, but it will be inserted into the theory as a phenomenon. The study will 

concentrate on how an electronic supply chain concept can be developed for a small retailer. 

The small size of the supply chain under analysis limits the depth of business relationships, so 

the focus will be on the upstream part of the supply chain. Theories of supply chain 

management are applied to the limited part of the supply chain. As the focus is on Internet start

ups, issues concerning conflicts from traditional retailers moving to the e-business era will not 

be discussed. Neither, will the development of profound e-business strategies, or the tools and 

strategies for supply chain partner assessment be analyzed.

1.3.1 The Electronic Supply Chain

Two fundamental characteristics of electronic supply chains will be present throughout this 

study. First, as co-operation in supply chains increases, electronic business-to-business 

integration through the Internet is becoming a logical extension of the way organizations work 

with their partners. Second, as the e-business solutions become more important, integrating 

suites of communications technology, planning technology and operations technology with 

superior processes becomes essential. In the past, communications networks linking firms 

together were typically proprietary networks put into place by a dominant firm in a value chain. 

The ubiquitous and public infrastructure of the Internet has changed this (e.g., Kalakota & 

Robinson, 1999). The web is challenging every company to integrate this powerful new 

technology into their business processes in ways that create value. To succeed in the future, 

information assets and core business processes have to be well communicated and understood 

through out the own organization and to the various interest groups. The Electronic Commerce 

Research Report 1999 made by KPMG Consulting states that 72% of European Managers think 

e-commerce will revolutionize their relationship with suppliers (www.kpmg.net, 19.1.2000). 

The Internet as the universal networking standard enables companies to create seamless, 

automated supply chain functions that function as smoothly as one organization. Web-based 

commerce provides the company, its partners, and its customers the possibility to form a 
marketspace where the parties can identify and coordinate data transfer (Griffith & Palmer 

1999, 4). The implementation of new supply chain applications contributes to information 

replacing inventory. Moore (1999, 12) states that the future supply chain will be supported by 

near to perfect information. Advances in technology are making it possible to know the
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location and condition of every shipment. Kalakota and Robinson state (1999, 59) that 

designing an e-business requires reversing the value chain, and choosing a narrow focus (i.e., 

service excellence, operational excellence, or continuous innovation excellence). Shortening 

product lifecycles and rapid technology development lead to a growing pace of change in 

business, affecting all business processes and operations. The SC networks have to be ready 

for managing the accelerating speed of changes. To achieve e-synchronization the business 

models of all players have to be evaluated carefully. The technological solutions and processes 

have to operate in harmony. Kalakota and Robinson (1999, 102) explain how e-business 

designs must be based on an organization’s process capabilities, which in turn are embedded in 

business applications.

The automation of supply chains faces many challenges. A study made for 

PriceWaterhouseCoopers (Subramanian, 2000) lists the following challenges to e-supply 

chains:

■ Security issues
■ Changes to business processes
■ Contribution of weaker supply chain links
■ Sharing the benefits

Encryption methods are being developed to protect data. While the electronic supply chain 

presents many technical challenges, like the integration of supporting technologies, the real 

challenge is the impact automation will have on the business processes. Companies wanting to 

satisfy customers online must evaluate the whole fulfillment business model to make 

consumer-direct retailing attractive. Traditional retailers have had problems in fitting their 

logistics systems to products offered online (e.g., Ricker et al. 1999, 62). Weaker SC links 

refer to members that do not have the power to make initiatives in changing the SC structure. 

According to Subramanian (2000) smaller companies may not like to be forced to join an 

electronic supply chain. The decision to take on the costs of automation is not their own, and 

the integration might benefit the larger parties more than the smaller ones. Subramanian 

suggests that to synchronize the whole supply chain it might be useful for the larger parties to 

financially support the smaller members in the transition to an electronic SC. This study 

suggests small companies leading the change is buy a ready-made e-business solution with the 

needed applications and supply chain partners. This is referred to as using a channel integrator 
(see chapters 1.3.1 and 2.6). The problem of how the benefits of e-synchronization are shared 

is difficult. Especially difficult it is made as e-commerce brings changes to the existing value 

chains and intermediaries. For example, disintermediation will cut out intermediaries as direct
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transaction between consumer and manufacturer is made easier. Lowering transaction costs 

again make it economical for the producer to outsource value chain functions, leading to 

reintermediation. To conclude, on one hand e-commerce extends the possibilities to integrate 

activities like transporting and warehousing, leading to cost savings and improved profitability 

(Kilpala 1999, 16). On the other, e-business requires technology is embedded in an effective 

business design or it isn’t a viable approach to generate differentiated or sustainable value 

(Kalakota and Robinson 1999, 78). This study will not analyze the cost savings or the 

efficiency improvements brought by e-commerce, but concentrate on structural issues ol 

building electronic business concepts.

1.3.2 Terminology

Customer Channel
Heikkilä et al. write about channels (1998, 9). They say that a channel could be defined as 

structures and arrangements, which can be used by anybody. A channel demands a certain 

infrastructure - the physical construction, integrated technical and data processing solutions 

and a suitable service organization. An example is retail banking, with the banks, payment 

systems and advisory services. The efficiency of a channel depends on its ability to serve the 

customer. This study is built on the intuition that four separate customer channels (promotion, 

financing, ordering and delivering) are being formed.

Supply Chain
Chain of companies reaching from raw material to end-customer. It can also be defined as the 

network of relationships that organizations maintain with trading partners to source, 

manufacture, and deliver products.

Supply Chain Management
Supply chain Management is the coordination of material, information, and financial flows 

among all the participating enterprises (Kalakota & Robinson 1999, 197). A definition 

developed by the Global Supply chain Forum in 1998 (e.g., Lambert et al. 1998, 1) says supply 

chain management is the integration of key business processes from end user through original 

suppliers that provide products, services, and information that add value for customers and 

other stakeholders. The term supply chain network is used in this study to present the tightening 

relationship among several players in a supply chain.
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Channel Integrator
A company assembling and managing the resources, capabilities, and technology of its own 

organization with those of complementary service providers to deliver a comprehensive supply 

chain solution. Similar to the term e-business provider (eBSP) used for companies providing 

comprehensive solutions for electronic business, and fourth-party logistics providers, invented 

by Andersen Consulting and often referred to in logistics.

Modular processes
Processes built on general activities that are decomposed to subactivities. The processes can be 

easily adjusted to suite the environment by specializing the set of subactivities, in other words 

changing modules.

On-line bank
In this thesis defined as a retail bank offering their customers payment services in the Internet 

to be used in on-line purchases. In Finland the three major retail banks covering about 80 % ol 

the market offer such on-line payment services.

Dis- and reintermediation
Digitization and virtual supply chains lead on one hand to intermediates falling out 
(disintermediation), and on the other to establishment of new intermediates (reintermediation).
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2 Literature Review on Supply Chain Management

While integrating the cross-organizational business processes in a supply chain, it is highly 

important to have a good understanding of Supply chain Management (SCM). This chapter 

gives an insight into SCM theory. SCM definitions are presented, conceptualization of SCM is 

discussed, and finally a growing group of a sort of SC specialists, the channel integrators are 

presented. A viewpoint emphasizing electronic commerce and the increasing networking of 

companies will be taken.

2.1 Diversity in Supply Chain Management Approaches

The term Supply Chain Management has been around for almost a decade, but it has taken a 

slow takeoff. One of the main reasons for this has been the complicity of its implementation 

(Monczka & Morgan 1997). Lambert et al. (1998) have found out that companies often have 

different activity structures and use different names for the same processes. This lack of inter

company consistency is a cause of significant friction and inefficiency. Bechtel and Jayaram 

(1997, 17) have studied the various definitions of Supply chain Management. They divide the 

definitions into four schools of thought:

■ the chain awareness school, emphasizing material flow
■ the linkage/logistics school, laying out the linkages among supplier, 

production and distribution
■ the information school, emphasizing the flow of information among the 

supply chain members
■ the integration school implying that the emphasis is on customer 

satisfaction whatever the configurations of the supply chain are

Bechtel and Jayaram have come to the conclusion that while many definitions exist, it is of no 

use to try to find the best and latest one. Rather, the key processes and characteristics that are 

essential components of SCM should be analyzed. Also, Cooper et al. (see 1997, 11) have 

made thorough Supply Chain Management literature studies. They say that the term Supply 

chain Management is often seen as a synonym for logistics. The researchers argue this because 

of the need to integrate business processes outside the framework commonly known as logistics 

(e.g., in product development). Bask (1999, 26) writes that SCM has not found a general 
accepted form yet, which has led to the situation that most SCM literature is about defining the 

concept. Nonetheless a trend in the definitions can be recognized that SCM is moving towards 

a broader vision, enhancing all the companies in a supply chain. This research will use a broad 

definition of SCM suggested by Cooper et al. (1997, 2): “SCM is the integration of business
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processes from end user through original suppliers that provides products, services and 

information that add value for customers. ” Many of the theories presented in this study have 

been developed from a company perspective. They will be revised to fit a network oí 

companies.

Tomorrow’s supply chains have to deliver increasingly high performance, to achieve 

competitive advantage. Bovet and Shefi (1998, 16) list six external drivers of future SCM. 

higher consumer demands, increasing globalization, harder competition, improvements in 

information and communication technology, loosening government regulation, and rising 

interest on environmental issues. Recent studies in Supply Chain Management state that a 

change from managing individual functions to integrating activities into supply chain business 

processes is required (Lambert et al. 1998, 9, Burgess 1998, 16). The complexity of operations 
makes a single organization no longer a justifiable business. Individual businesses no longer 

compete as solely autonomous entities, but rather as supply chains (Lambert et al. 1998,1). The 

supply chain perspective is moving groups of fragmented processes into a cohesive system 

capable of delivering value to the customer (Kalakota & Robinson 1999, 197). Supply chain 

Management together with the developing use of information technology opens up the 

possibility to cut duplicate work across organizations, and facilitate the examination of total 

inventory. It facilitates linking and integrating business processes, in a way that everybody in 

the supply chain is looking at the best possible solutions to reducing cost rather than shifting it 

to the next tier. Moore (1999, 13) states the e-economy will lead to a situation where “the 

supply chains will be vehicles of equilibrium and vehicles of advantage”. With Internet- 

Enabled Supply chain Planning and Execution companies can more easily utilize the 

possibilities of the next opportunity: fusing each company’s internal systems to those oí its 

interest groups (Kalakota & Robinson 1999, 197). The lack of an integrated supply chain 

infrastructure or weaknesses in integrating the many logistics components can weaken the 

benefits of e-commerce and hinder innovative responses to competition (Ricker & Kalakota 

1999,61).

2.2 Conceptualizing Supply Chain Management

To manage the complicated network of links in a supply chain, clear practices and managerial 

simplifications are needed. SCM has to be split into small, controllable entities. Here, a short 

look at SCM conceptualizations will be taken, after which a concept presented by Cooper et al. 

(1997) and further developed by Lambert et al. (1998) will be used as a basis to describe some 

basic elements of SCM. Morash and Clinton (1997, 14) divide the Supply chain into five
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elements: Environment, Strategy, Supply chain Structure, Transportation and Logistics 

Capabilities, and Performance. This division is suitable for describing the SC on a general 
level. For defining the key processes and characteristics in a supply chain, the elements would 

have to be split into smaller and more exact categories. Numerous approaches have been taken 

to define the activities in the Supply chain (see Bask 1999, 33). She identified the following 
approaches: observing supply chain flows, analyzing SC Distribution Channel structures (for 

analyzing manufacturer to end-customer flows) and examining network relationships. 

Swaminathan, Smith, and Sadeh (1998, 617) classify the different elements in the supply chain 

into two broad categories - structural and control elements. Bechtel and Jayaram make a 

similar division. As they studied the different schools of thought in SCM (see p.12), they 

characterized two focus areas: content and process literature. In the table below the different 

parts identified in the two literature areas are presented.

Table 2-1 Analysis of SCM Literature (Bechtel and Jayaram, 1999)

Content Literature Process Literature
Design Planning
Aquire Implementation
Store Information Technology
Manufacture Inter-organizational structure
Warehouse Measurement
Distribute
Install
Recycle

They state that both of these perspectives have to be considered in efficient SCM. Content 
literature consists mainly of operational issues around business processes and the SC network, 

whereas process literature is more about how these should be organized and managed. The 

emphasis of this study is more on the process area. A practical approach is presented by 

Cooper et al. (1997, 5) and Lambert et al. (1998, 4). They conceptualize Supply chain 

Management into three elements that cover the elements presented by the other authors:

1. Supply chain Network Structure i.e. with whom to link
2. Business Processes that require integration
3. Supply chain Management Components for each process link

The supply chain structure is the configuration of companies within the supply chain. Business 

processes are the activities that produce a specific output of value to the customer, and the 

management components are the components by which the business processes are structured 

and managed. The conceptualization has been criticized for leaving functional silos in to the 

supply chain (Lambert et al., 1998). They suggested that to integrate the chain, the inter-
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organizational processes among the different functions should be developed. This study will 

fight the functional silos by emphasizing the role of processes (see chapter 2.4). The division 

into three clearly structured elements, is a good way to bring theory and practice closer to each 

other. The framework is useful in conceptualizing the elements that have to be modified while 

integrating the supply chain. In Picture 2-1 the conceptualization is presented graphically.

Marketing & Customer 
Sales

ConsumerProduction Physical
Distribution

Purchasing Materials
Management

Tier 1 
Supplier

Tier 2 
Supplier

Product flow

Customer relationship management

Customer service management

Demand management

Order fulfillment

Manufacturing flow management

Procurement

Product development and commercialization

Returns channel

Supply Chain Management components
•Planning and control •Product structure

•Work structure •Management methods

•Organization structure •Power and leadership structure

•Product flow facility structure •Risk and reward structure

•Information flow facility (IT) structure •Culture and attitude

Picture 2-1 A Framework of Supply Chain Management (Cooper et al., 1997)

In the picture the supply chain is presented across the top, the business processes that cut across 

the functions within the firm and across other firms in the middle, and the management 

components at the bottom. The next three chapters are based on these three elements.

2.3 Supply Chain Network Structure

Elements of SC Networks will be discussed in the first part of this chapter. After that, two 

phenomenon that will change the SC Network Structure will be described. Increasing channel 

separation and the customer channel model that will be used later in practice to describe a SC
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Network will be presented in chapter 2.3.2. The phenomenon of increasing co-operation in 

SC's will be described in chapter 2.3.3.

2.3.1 Elements of the Supply Chain Network Structure
According to Lambert et al. (1998, 5), the Supply chain Network Structure can be divided into 

the members of the supply chain, the structural dimensions of the network, and the different 

types of process links. In identifying the channel members, Lambert et al. (1998, 5) have found 

a very useful way of dividing the large amount of SC members into primary and supporting 

companies. Primary companies add value by performing operational and/ or managerial 

activities in the various business processes, while supporting companies simply provide 

resources, knowledge, utilities, or assets for the primary members. Lambert et al. define the 

required depth of management as the major issue in identifying channel members. Cooper et 

al. (1997, 9) list the following three factors to determine which parts of the SC need 

management attention, in other words determine the closeness of the relationship with the 

different SC members:

■ Complexity of product
■ Number of available suppliers
■ Availability of raw materials

The closeness of the relationship should not be mixed up with being a primary, or a supporting 

partner in the SC. A supporting partner enabling the core business processes (e.g., channel 

integrator) can be of great importance while for example a portal controlling the user-interface 

is a primary company, but can easily be replaced if it does not bring any additional value. 

Lambert et al. approach the closeness of the relationship through analyzing the different types 

of process links. The second element of the structure discusses the structural dimensions. 

They list three major dimensions: the horizontal structure (number of tiers), the vertical 

structure (number of parties per tier), and the horizontal position of the focal company. Third, 

Lambert et al. categorized the process links into four different categories:

■ Managed process links
■ Monitored process links
■ Not-managed process links
■ Non-member process links

Managed process links are the most critical ones. The focal company integrates processes with 

customers and is actively involved in the management of these. The monitored process linb 
are not as important as the managed links, but important enough for management of the 

processes to be monitored as frequently as possible. The not-managed process links are trusted
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to the hands of others. An example of such a link would be the link between a bookshop and a 

paper manufacturer. Also, a non-member, for example a supplier serving the competitors, can 

influence the performance of the supply chain. When aiming for optimal SC performance the 

entire business environment should be observed. Altogether, the links among the companies 

form a complicated network. It is hardly possible to manage all the existing links. The reach 

of the integrated and managed links should be analyzed link by link. It is wise to manage the 

supply chain up to the point where a critical success factor or a bottleneck in the product flow 

exists. No value is added after linking with the critical tier. In order to allocate a company’s 

resources rationally, the key partners with whom to link closely and the processes that need 

management have to be carefully evaluated (Cooper et al 1997, 9). A natural way to measure 

the importance of a partner would be to measure the share of income it generates. However, 

measuring the value of a supplier or customer solely on the income it produces does not take in 

to consideration the criticality of processes and the three factors contributing to the network 

structure mentioned earlier. Categorizing the links may prove difficult. Especially, in cases 

where critical links are managed by third parties difficulties may occur. A rough division of 

the links into four categories is although a practical tool to prioritize the links and consequently 

manage the SC more effectively.

2.3.2 Channel Separation

In recent years, the amount of different merchandising concepts and service providers has 

increased. Bask (1999, 71) explains how in the past there was only one channel: the seller who 

sold, delivered, financed and marketed the products. Today’s customers can choose from 

several kinds of market and distribution channel combinations. Optional distribution channels 

have to differentiate themselves by price, quality, and product range or service (Heikkilä 1998, 

7). The marketing channels have experienced fast development, not least because of e- 

commerce. The changes in the business environment (drivers of change in SC’s) that were 

referred to in the introduction (p.5), lead to companies focusing on a narrower view. In 

literature this has been analyzed by separating channels in the SC. In 1997 Abrahamsson and 

Brege divided the supply chain in to three channels: the material, the physical distribution, and 

the sales channel. The channels differed in the distribution flows. Information was viewed as a 

separate flow. The separation of information flow from the business processes is a 

simplification that does not suite electronic business and the increasing amount of information. 

The firms’ increasing specialization and focus on core activities, in other words channel 

separation, led to for example Heikkilä et al. (1998, 8) and Bask (e.g. 1999, 73) to develop the
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customer channel model, a model with four customer channels that function individually from 

raw material to the end-customer.

Promotion channel

Financing channel

Ordering channel

Transfer channel

Raw
material

End Customers

Picture 2-2 Customer Channel Model (e.g., Heikkilä et al. 1998)

By viewing separate channels, roles can be defined that help in analyzing the process 

interfaces. This makes the model a useful tool for analyzing the supply chain network. Closer 

definitions of the channels will be presented in chapter 3.2.1. Saarinen (1999) explained the 

division into four channels with the following reasons:

■ Different services and core competencies
- Persuasion, financing, physical distribution and commitment

■ The customer has a different address and a different key
- Possibility to read, account number, customer id and post address

■ The role and responsibility of the intermediaries are different
-Communication media, payment guarantor, coordinator and executor

■ Specialized information systems and organizations
■ Own research traditions and training services

- Careers for specialists
■ Concentrated legislation and consumer protection

Haapanen and Vepsäläinen (1999), Bask (1999) and Heikkilä et al. (1998) have implemented 

the customer channel model. Heikkilä (1998), and Vepsäläinen and Saarinen (1998) have used 

and further developed the customer channel model to analyze e-business models. The results 

fit well to the assumption made in the model. Vepsäläinen and Saarinen (1998, 283) identified 

three development stages in e-commerce:

1. the electronic storefront built on top of existing structures
2. the dedicated store specialized in electronic shopping
3. electronic shopping services coordinated within separated customer 

channels.
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The two first models are coordinated by the retailer and in the third model each of the tasks of 

shopping is separated to specialized firms. Here, the channels are coordinated independent of 

the place and time of customer needs.

2.3.3 Increasing Co-operation

The separation of channels sets harder requirements on the inter-organizational communication. 

In their studies Bechtel and Yaram (1997, 19) have found two future trends of SCM 

development. First, the SCM concept is becoming closely tied to the concept of partnerships, 

strategic alliances, and other co-operative relations. This leads to the second trend, relational 

factors placing transactional factors in SCM. Internet ordering and order-to-delivery pressures 

will force companies to integrate their supply chain activities. To achieve precise events, 

knowledge, communications and execution throughout the whole supply chain, the operations 

of all companies in the same process chain have to be synchronized (see e.g., Moore 1999, 14). 

To synchronize a whole process chain, traditional contractual obligation is not enough; rather 

collaboration among all players is needed. Bechtel and Yaram (1997, 19) state the emphasis in 

SC’s is moving from transactional factors to relational factors. The trend is toward closer 

collaboration among supply chain members. However, all relationships can not be 

collaborative. It is too complicated for a company to integrate and manage all business process 

links throughout the entire supply chain, and collaborate closely with all the parties in it. For 

example Bask (1999) states that all kinds of business relationships are needed. Furthermore, as 

was stated earlier, links can either be managed or monitored links depending on the level of 

strategic importance of the link. Each link has to be analyzed and managed individually, and 

has to add value to the company. This chapter will provide an insight on factors contributing to 

different levels of co-operation in business relationships, and present different types of 

networks.

Ricker and Kalakota (1999, 62) state that supply chain evolution moves from internal supply 

chain reengineering (i.e., the electronic corporation), towards building external linkages (i.e. 

building e-business communities), to an e-business supply chain where the business processes 

and technology are integrated. Chaudry and Schnieper (1999, 74) again suggest that three 

stages can be distinguished in the integration of supply chains: intra-enterprise level, enterprise 

level and extended enterprise level. A division made by Lapide (1999, 15) characterizes 

different levels of relationships in a clear way. He has identified three stages in the evolution of 

trading partnerships: transactional, information sharing, and collaboration. Lapide states that
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trading partnerships usually start in a transactional manner and develop through information 
sharing towards collaboration. Together with the factors contributing to the level of how much 

the SC has to be managed presented earlier, the division provides a good tool for understanding 

the reasons behind different types of business relationships. In transactional partnerships the 

cooperation is based on routine activities shared among companies. The emphasis in these is in 

operational efficiency, and the process links are most likely monitored links. When aiming to 

leverage the operational efficiency companies move into the next stage: information sharing. 

At this stage, modem tools and technologies of supply chain synchronization might be useful. 

The use of Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) facilitates business transactions, improves 

accuracy, eliminates paperwork, and reduces costs (Lapide 1999, 16). By giving a partner the 

access to information or by one partner transmitting it to the other, supply chain planning is 

made easier and the supply chain can be synchronized more easily. Shared information might 

include data and order status forecasts, shipment tracking and tracing, product design, and 

inventory status. In these situations the strategic importance of the relationships is although not 

seen as high enough to share some of the processes. Giving access to information makes 

operational planning easier, but it does not help to forecast future product demand. As the 

strategic importance of the relationship grows more resources are put on managing the process 

links and a collaborational relationship is established. Collaboration enables partners to jointly 

gain a better understanding of the supply chain. For a collaborative relationship to work, it is 

important that all needed information is shared. Supply chain integration often starts from 

partnering with first tier suppliers and service providers. This research concentrates on the 

possibilities of an e-business start-up to integrate its supply chain. The focus is on analyzing 

how the relationships could be deepened with the help of e-commerce solutions and channel 

integrators. Next a look at networks and collaborational forms of business relationships are 

viewed.

Literature concerning e-business has strongly brought up the role of building supply chain 

networks (e.g. Papows 1999, Kalakota & Robinson 1999). The idea of reaching higher 

performance levels through cross-organizational co-operation has been long recognized. 

Bechtel and Jayaram (1997, 15) mention three traditional concepts: business ecosystems, 

business networks, and Keiretsu relationships. Business strategists approach inter-firm 

relationships as a distinctive organizational capability (see e.g. Lorenzoni & kipparini 1999, 
317). Networking has become a popular term in the Internet-era. Although, the notion of a 

network is very general, it can be any relationship of more than two members. To analyze 

networks a more specific positioning and a conceptualization of the term is required (Ebers
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1997, 16). Mark Ebers (1997, 3) introduces the forming of Inter-Organizational Networks by 

stating that through networking firms can gain access to desired resources and capabilities that 

are complementary to their own. By doing this they enhance their abilities, share risks, gain 

market power, or realize economies of scale and scope. Networking relationships are preferred 

to full integration, when integration would lead to a mammoth-disease (i.e. bureaucratic 

diseconomies or legal constraints such as competition policies). Internet technology has 

improved the possibilities for co-operation and networking very much. One way supply chain 

management is going to meet future needs is through virtual organizations (Bovet & Sheffi

1998, 290). These are based on intangible assets such as a brand, new product development, 

intellectual capital or new channel strategies. The counterpart will be the emergence of 

powerful supply chain specialists. The use of channel integrators as SC specialists will be 

discussed in chapter 2.6. Jeff Papows, President and CEO of Lotus, has a technical view at 

building close inter-enterprise co-operation - building Extended Enterprises as he names it. 

Papows states that unless there is close integration between internal and external activities, the 

real potential for electronic commerce will likely remain elusive. Papows theories are based 

much on the opportunities the Internet offers: interactivity, collaborating tools, and on-line 

information. Chaundry and Schnieper (1999, 76) have developed a theory where large 

members of the supply chain operate as anchors, meaning that they exercise influence on their 

fellow supply chain members. They state that in an Extended Enterprise the anchors employ 

comprehensive outsourcing, resource sharing, and use of fourth-party logistics services (i.e., 

channel integrators). These enable companies to use collaborative planning, supply chain 

compression, and responsive product design strategies as competitive tools. Kalakota and 

Robinson (1999,18) speak of inter-enterprise fusion as the goal of supply chain management, 

and of e-business communities' (EBC) as a result of it. EBC’s are formed by synergistic 

clusters, business ecosystems, coalitions, co-operative networks, or through outsourcing. 

Internet start-ups have been eager in building communities, linking businesses, customers and 

suppliers to form a unique business organism creating end-to-end value streams. For large 

established companies the task of linking the business processes is very complicated and not 

necessarily more effective than to expand vertically, so building communities has spread 

slower amongst them. Ricker and Kalakota (1999, 61) have divided e-Commerce evolution in 

to three phases:

■ The e-corporation that focuses on creating and maximizing the potential 
of internal supply chains

1 The term “e-business community” was first introduced by the Alliance for Converging 
Technologies in their multiclient study “Winning the Digital Economy”.
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■ Electronic Business Communities or communities of closely linked 
companies

■ E-supply chains that synchronize their business processes and 
technology throughout the supply chain

2.4 Supply Chain Business Processes

The second part of Cooper et al.’s framework consists of the cross-organizational business 

processes. Generally speaking, a process can be defined as a structured and measured set of 

activities taken in the channels. These are designed to produce a specific output for a particular 

customer or market (Quid 1995). The focus in this thesis is on finding ways for an electronic 

retailer to identify business processes, and search competency by integrating these. In SCM 

literature business processes are referred to widely, but they are not integrated efficiently with 

the methods of SCM. This is true even though some researchers (e.g., Burgess 1998, 17) see 

SCM itself as a concept dependent upon a process view. This study uses a broad definition of 

SCM, emphasizing the integration of processes. Theories from process literature has been 

added to the theoretical framework of this study.

2.4.1 Business Processes in Integrating the Supply Chain

As discussed earlier Lambert et al. (1998, 9) state that supply chain management requires a 

change from managing individual functions, to integrating activities into key supply chain 

processes. They discovered that lack of inter-company consistency is a cause of significant 

friction and inefficiencies in the supply chain. The executives, interviewed in Lambert et al.’s 

study (1998, 9) believed that competitiveness and profitability rises if internal key activities and 

business processes are linked and managed across multiple companies. By understanding the 

processes in the SC, a common direction can be ensured and conflicting development can be 

avoided. Stalk et al. (1992, 38) propose that a business process is an object of strategic 

planning, that connects activities to capability-based strategy. They maintain that the building 

blocks of corporate strategy (here supply chain strategy) are not products and markets but 

business processes. Quid (1995, 3) lists six situations where processes are of use:

■ Implementing Quality Management Systems
■ Total Quality Management programs
■ Business Process Re-engineering
■ Applying of new process technology,
■ Understanding what the business does and how
■ Aligning IT systems with the business
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The two last scenarios are important while building electronic supply chain networks. 

Understanding the business helps in getting out of functional silos and breaking fracturing 

company borders in the SC. This is basically the objective of the model developed later in this 

study. Alignment of IT with the business is a natural requirement for e-commerce.

The SCM framework by Cooper et al. and Lambert et al. does not present any tools for 

identifying processes, but refers to a wide amount of processes identified in literature. 

Consulting companies have collected large databases consisting of process descriptions. Such 

a repository of processes helps these to identify their customers’ processes and develop these. 

Hines et al. (1998, 30) identified twenty key processes frequently encountered in companies, 

they state that for the majority of companies between four and eight key processes can be 

identified and can be seen to cut across company divides, functions, and traditional 

management domains. Surveys have been made to find the most common key processes in a 

Supply chain. The following seven processes are identified by the International Center for 

Competitive Excellence (see Cooper et al. 1997, 10, Lambert et al. 1998, 10): Customer 

relationship management, Customer Service Management, Demand Management, Order 

fulfillment, Manufacturing flow management, Procurement, Product development and 

commercialization. Also Returns are often added to the list (e.g., Lambert et al. 1998, 10, 

Bask 1999, 28). Defining these processes is left to other studies. The focus here is on theory 

discussing describing the identified processes.

2.4.2 Describing Business Processes

As mentioned the presented SCM framework only refers to business processes identified in 

literature. Lambert et al. (1998) introduced flowcharts as a way to conceptualize the links 

needed in each process and this way remove the functional silos among SC members. This 

study emphasizes the role of describing processes as a tool to integrate the SC. Theories about 

how the processes can be identified and described are going to be presented in this part of the 

study. To help to identify central processes in a company or a supply chain it is useful to 

understand how these can be categorized. Lambert et al. suggest that whatever the processes 

are, they can be divided into customer facing or non-customer facing processes. The first 

category consists of direct customer interaction, and the second one consists of series of 

internal or upstream processes enabling the customer facing processes. Such divisions are not 

always obvious, but they provide a reasonable managerial simplification. Quid has divided 

processes based on their aims into three types of processes:
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■ core processes -concentrating on satisfying external customers
■ support processes -supporting core business processes or providing a 

suitable working environment
■ management processes -managing the previously mentioned processes 

or processes concerned with business planning

To integrate the SC, more precise descriptions of the activities taken in the cross-organizational 

processes are needed. Tinnilä (1997) states that clear process descriptions help in giving 

everyone operating in the supply chain a picture of her role in the entire process. As an 

example Tinnilä mentions a salesman who knows exactly what he has to do to sell, because the 

sales process is clearly described. Process description is a detailed description of one process. 

It is a good way to structure the inter-enterprise operations in a SC, thus could be seen as a tool 

for managing the business processes. Because the processes and subprocesses in a SC form a 

complex network, it might be difficult to use process description for more strategic and 

analytical purposes (Tinnilä 1997, 96). Tinnilä (1997, 94) and Ould (1995, 12) have listed 

components that should be defined while describing business processes. The components were 

originally defined on a company level, but have been revised here to apply to supply chain 

processes.

Table 2-2 Components in Process Description (revised from Tinnilä 1997 & Ould 1995)

Tinnilä (1997) Ould (1995)
Resources Division of processes over roles and channels
Personnel What individual companies do to achieve the goals?
Methods and tools Business rules
Output of the process Goals for the process
Environment description How individual companies interact to get the process 

done?

The topics mentioned by the two are quite similar; Tinnilä has a more academic approach on 

the processes while Ould lists practical tasks to be defined in processes. The idea of both is to 

list factors that clearly state what is done in a process, who does it, and when. For example, 

Ould (1995, 3) writes how people often do not recognize the processes they are working with, 

before they are clearly modeled. By exact descriptions the process might be made visible to the 

parties concerned. Tinnilä (1997) suggests that descriptions be always supported by a 

flowchart of the main activities in the process. Malone et al. (1999) present modular processes 

as a way to identify processes by building them from modules. They suggest building a 

process library by identifying generic activities (e.g. sell or deliver) that are decomposed to 

subactivities. These processes can easily be adjusted to changes in the environment by defining
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specializations of the subtasks. The flowchart in picture 2-3 presents the structure of a simple 

modular process. Naturally, the subtasks can be divided into further levels of subtasks.

Generic activity

Subtask 2 Subtask 4Subtask 1 Subtask 3

Picture 2-3 Flowchart of a Modular Process (Malone, 1999)

Nokia has recently implemented modular processes (Latvanen, 2000). At Nokia the processes 

are organized in a hierarchical network with very generic processes at the top and increasingly 

specialized processes at lower levels. Such a process library gives supply chain members the 

possibility to react quickly to business changes by choosing the appropriate specializations for 

each situation. This is why modular business processes suite e-business very well. In MIT’s 

process library, the processes are classified according to business function, industry, or type of 

process (http:Wprocess.mit.edu, 10.3.2000). Tens of generic activities are categorized under 

each function, so the amount of activities in the library is extremely large. In this study the 

theory of modular processes will be used to help to identify the tasks in major processes and 

controlling these. Construction of covering process libraries will be left to later studies. 

Categorizing and describing processes make managing these easier. The third part of Lambert 

et al.’s SCM implementation tasks are the management components. Next, we will discuss 

these management practices that cross company borders and stretch across all processes.

2.5 Management Components

Management Components structure and manage the business processes. Clearly defined 

management components are important to get a hold of something as complicated as managing 

the supply chain. Lambert et al. have distinguished nine fundamental management components 

(see Table 2-3). These components are divided into two categories: physical and technical, and 

managerial and behavioral components.
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Table 2-3 Management Components (Lambert et al. 1998, 12)

Physical and Technical
Management Components

Managerial and Behavioral 
Management Components

Planning and Control Methods Management Methods
Work Flow/ Activity Structure Power and Leadership Structure
Organization Structure Risk and Reward Structure
Communication and Information 
Flow Facility Structure

Culture and Attitude

Product Flow Facility Structure

The management of the components are common across all business processes and members of 
the supply chain. They determine how the business processes, and consequently the supply 

chain is managed and structured. The topics in the left paragraph set the basis for a functioning 

integrated supply chain (i.e. define the structure), while the managerial and behavioral 

management components step into order when leading the processes. Planning and control of 

operations is key in developing an organization or SC into a desired direction. Work Flow 

Structure describes how a firm performs its tasks and activities in the SC. The organization 

structure can refer to organizing one firm or the entire SC. Information flow is a major issue in 

steering the SC. It defines how information is distributed, and is often one of the first 

components to be integrated. Product flow facility structure deals with the structures for 

sourcing, manufacturing, and distribution in the SC (basically transfer channel tasks). The 

managerial components include management methods which are common techniques to 
manage the SC based on for example organization structures, power and leadership structure 

indicating the different roles of SC members, and two behavioral components: sharing of risks 

and rewards, and culture and attitude.

Process description could also be addressed as a process management tool. Similar to the 

management components, process description is based on a standard list of characteristics 

described in each process. Tinnilä (1997) speaks of process description as an approach helpful 

for understanding a business. The use of standardized variables throughout the SC supports 

efficient linking of business processes. Processes can be structured by describing them clearly 

based on a list of characteristics. In this thesis a combination of process description and 

management components is used to control the processes. Process description helps in 

recognizing the management components. The presented management components bring great 

value in setting rules for managing processes among several firms.
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2.6 Emergence of Channel Integrators

Supply chains are facing hard pressure to change. Bovet and Sheffi (1998, 18) have a vision of 

future supply chains. They forecast that due to rising consumer demands, increasing 

globalization and communication, vast improvements in information and communication, 

loosening government regulation, and rising environmental issues, the supply chains will have 

to be managed far more effectively in the future. As mentioned earlier, one way supply chains 

can meet future needs is through virtual organizations. The operations of these companies are 

widely outsourced leading to the emergence of supply chain specialists integrating companies 

in different customer channels. Furthermore, Bovet and Sheffi (1998, 20) believe that 

combining superb customer-focus with outstanding operations will become so demanding in 

the future that the consumer-facing firms will require supporting enterprises that specialize in 

operations and execute flawlessly. They divide companies in to consumer driven and supply 

chain driven firms. The first are focused on demand trends, marketing and new product/ 

service design. They are supported by supply chain focused enterprises specializing in 

operations. The supporting companies offer outsourcing packages incorporating all elements of 

sourcing, production, logistics, order processing, and after-sales service (1998, 21).

Fourth Party Logistics (4PL) provider is a term coined by Andersen Consulting. It is defined as 

a channel integrator that assembles and manages the resources, capabilities, and technology of 

its own organization with those of complementary service providers to deliver a comprehensive 

supply chain solution (Moore 1999, 15). Andersen Consulting lists two key distinctions that 

make the concept of 4PL new. First, a 4PL delivers a comprehensive supply chain solution. 

Second, it delivers value through the ability to impact the entire SC (Bauknight & Bade, 1999). 

4PL acts as a single point of interface with the client organization and provides the 
management of multiple service providers through a teaming partnership or alliance. As 

traditional supply chain outsourcing approaches focus on operational cost reduction, the 4PL 

approaches the concept of integrating the SC through four key drivers of shareholder value; 
increased revenue, operating cost reduction, working capital reduction, and fixed capital 

reduction. Bauknight and Bade have distinguished three models of how 4PL companies can 

operate:

■ synergy plus operating model
■ solution integrator model
■ industry innovator model
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The synergy plus operating model relies on the relationship between the 4PL organization and a 

third-party logistics service provider. In the solution integration model, the 4PL manages a 

comprehensive solution of several service providers for a single client, while in the innovator 

model synchronization and collaboration is sought by serving several players in an industry at 

the same time.
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3 Considerations in building Supply Chain Networks
As we have seen SC’s should consider themselves as extended enterprises collaborating to 

fulfill the customer’s needs and even exceed or build them. A company putting up an 

electronic storefront needs a number of connections and links put up initially. In this chapter, 

the theory and trends in SCM presented earlier will be used to form a model that supports 

building an electronic supply chain network. Table 3-1 presents a list of the most important

theories used in this study.
Table 3-1 Literature Framework of this Study

Author Theory and main implications for this study
Cooper et al. (1997), 
Lambert et al. (1998)

SCM Framework, three major elements in SCM implementation
SC Network structure
Management Components
SC Business processes

Heikkilä et al. (1998), 
Bask (1999)

Customer Channel Model
clarification of the SC roles by categorizing the companies

Malone (1999) Identifying the essential processes by forming modular processes.

Ould (1995),
Tinnilä (1997)

Tasks to be defined in describing business processes (adjusted to SC level)

The role of SCM theory is to describe the considerations in building integrated networks of 

companies. To identify processes and manage the supply chain through them, it is highly 

important that the roles of the companies operating in the supply chain network be clearly 

defined. To do this, the Customer Channel Model is used as a starting point and a basis for 

describing characteristics of the process interfaces. The customer channel model assumes the 

channels function as their own entities, including all the information and material flows related 

to the function of the channel. Together the customer channel model and the SCM framework 

form a good tool for mapping the structure of a SC Network. Because Cooper et al’s 

framework treats information flow as a separate flow (see picture 2-1) the processes have to be 

emphasized to construct and manage an integrated SC.

3.1 The conceptual framework

E-commerce brings with it major changes to supply chains influencing the framework 

developed here. Some of these features were specified in the literature review part of this study 

and are listed in table 3-2 below. The list is in no way exclusive, but it gives a basic 

understanding of the influence of e-business on future supply chains.
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Table 3-2 Contribution of e-Business on Supply Chains

Ch. Feature Reference Practical implications for the network description
13.1,
2.3.3

Value chains are 
broken up

Kalakota and
Robinson
(1999)

- an outside-in approach essential in times
of great structural transmission
- creation of an e-business linked to
management of change

1.3.1,
2.3.3

Extended 
possibilities to 
integrate activities

Kilpala (1999), 
Ricker and 
Kalakota 
(1999)

Technology and e-commerce processes should be combined
to create new value propositions.

1.3.1 Information replaces 
inventory

Griffith and 
Palmer (1999)

Marketspaces where SC members can meet each other and
their customers have to be created

1.3.1 High competition, 
copying business

Kalakota and 
Robinson

E-commerce companies have to focus on service, operational
or continuous innovation excellence.

models easy (1999)

The implications listed in table 3-2 are important to take notice of while managing any supply 

chain in the future. This study will not discuss building electronic networks separately, but 

inserts e-commerce as a phenomenon into the supply chain theory presented. The 

conceptualization presented in the literature review was designed for the use of large supply 

chains with several tiers. In this research, the focus is on small electronic retailers whose 

supply chain integration is usually limited to a small up-stream part of the supply chain. The 
business relationships in small SC’s are often informal and are more based on a transactional 

basis. The model presented here aims to support deepening collaboration. The model follows 

the basic idea of the conceptualization presented by Cooper et al. (1997) and Lambert et al. 

(1998). It moves from a general view on the network to specific descriptions of activities and 

processes, takes a look at the managerial tasks to be taken, and ends in an assessment of the 

network and its environment. The purpose of the framework is to function as a tool to be used 
in building and evaluating integrated supply chains. Assessment of SC partners is not included, 

because the focus is on mapping the SC network. In picture 3-1 an overview ot the tasks 

included in the model is presented.
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Picture 3-1 Conceptual Framework of Integrating a Supply chain

The model is built from the viewpoint of a channel integrator. By using this conceptual 

framework the integrator can better control its e-business solution, since it is divided into 

controllable entities. SC integration is divided into four elements: describe SC network, define 

processes, organize SCM components, and revise the elements. The tasks are placed clockwise 

around the customer channels in picture 3-1. The process flow of an imaginary process with 

seven subtasks is also demonstrated. The picture is a simplification of the supply chain leaving 

the companies out. It presents the tasks to be taken while constructing and managing an 

integrated SC network. The following picture gives an insight into the activities allocated

under the four elements
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Work oackaec 1: Describe the SC Network Work package 2: Define SC processes

Tasks: Tasks:
- Characterize members of the Customer Channels - Describe generic activities based on a standard list
- Characterize relationships between members -> strategic intentions

- Describe the subtasks and specializations
Objectives: -> operative goals and methods
- Overview of the SC Objectives:
- Lay basis for WP 2 - Clearly conceptualize the roles and resopnsibilities in theSC
Tools: - Minimize functional and organizatoinal silos
- Customer Channel Model Tools:

- Modular Processes

£
Work package 4: Revising the network Work package 3: Organize the reauired management

Tasks:
- Analyze SC Network (SWOT)

- Reconsider work packages 1,2,3 if necessary

components

Tasks:
- Define required management components
- Define the role of a channel integrator

Objectives:
- Prepare the business to meet future requirements

Objectives:
- Control the SC through controlling the business processes

Tools:
- e g., SWOT -analysis

Tools:
- Cooperet al.’s Management Components

Picture 3-2 Elements in the Framework

In the first step the players and their roles have to be described and the characteristics of the 

relationships in the network analyzed. The more thoroughly the SC networks and its main 

activities are described the easier the second step, defining the business processes, is made. 

Processes are identified based on key activities of the SC. Present and possible future 

processes are constructed using modular processes, and are described based on a standardized 

description. After describing the processes, the organization of the required management 

components for the processes is analyzed. The management components presented by Lambert 

et al. and Cooper et al. are very extensive, and will be used here. Although, as will be seen 

later, only few of them do fit in to the short electronic supply chains. The fourth step, revision, 

is very important in fast changing business environments. One of the core competencies of 

future companies will be to react quickly to changes. Moreover, continuous improvement oí 

the SC Network is essential for the business to be prepared for the future.

As mentioned, there are some caveats in applying the theory presented to small supply chains. 

First, the term network is being used to describe the relationships of supply chain members. In 

small supply chains the links, management components, and processes are often not clearly 

defined elements, but work more on managers’ intuition. It can be questioned if such 
relationships can be addressed as networks. This study uses the term networks to picture the 

development of small supply chains towards an integrated but fragmented form. Second,
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introducing predefined processes to the employees in a simple structured supply chain 

consisting of small companies, does not necessarily result in a supply chain wide understanding 

of cross-organizational processes. Considering the small volumes, individuals might regard the 

process descriptions as drawn away from real-life business, and as a consequence neglect the 

descriptions. For example, the studies of Cooper et al. (1997) and Lambert et al. (1998) did not 

present practices for identifying and describing processes. Here modular processes are used to 
make the processes easier to grasp. Third, in transactional relationships human interaction to 

manage links is seen as too expensive, and that way the role of IT structure in managing the 

processes is highly important. Furthermore, the level of integration varies like Lambert et al. 

(1998, 7) write from link to link, but a clear distinction into managed, monitored and not 

managed links is not necessarily feasible. Management is much based on intuition, so the 

model for describing the SC has been made very flexible.

3.2 The Customer Channel Model in Describing the Supply Chain Network 

Structure

In this study, the customer channel model has a key role in conceptualizing the SC network. 

The first step in describing the network is to characterize the members. By placing all supply 
chain members into the customer channel model, a firm overview of the SC is gotten. To 

deepen the understanding, activities that entitle the existence of the SC should be sought and 

described accurately (e.g., activities taken to fulfill consumer orders). By using an activity 

description as a basis, the identification of additional members and activities is made easier and 

clear process descriptions can be made. When the SC members and some basic activities are 

characterized, the links between the companies should be analyzed. Optimizing mutual 

interaction among SC partners is a complex task. In this research I use the customer channel 

model to describe the interface points, and this way aim to ease understanding the different SC 

members and the development of the SC. Characteristics of the four customer channels will be 

discussed in the next chapter. Chapter 3.2.2 provides managerial simplifications to be used in 

analyzing the structure of the SC network and the depth of relationships in it.

3.2.1 Customer channels as the basis for process interfaces

Ricker and Kalakota (1999, 62) say that synchronizing business processes around standard 

interface points, and upgrading these points as the industry evolves, brings supply chain 

integration to a new level of efficiency. The immediacy and availability of the Internet, once 

security and data cleansing issues are worked out, fulfills the promise of true synchronization. 

Synchronizing the interfaces eliminates costs associated with inefficient movement of goods,
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redundant processes, and excess inventory. Synchronization requires although a deep 
understanding of the cross-organizational processes. By understanding the roles of the 

customer channels, the interfaces, and the future development in each process can be better 

understood. Picture 3-3 presents the customer channel model with the required SC members 

placed in each channel, and the channel integrator operating between the channels.
Communication, Promotion

Picture 3-3 Role of the Different Customer Channel Members

As stated earlier, the channels vary in their identification methods and the type of services they 
offer. Understanding customer channel characteristics assists in analyzing the differences in 

processes of companies in different channels. Background into channel separation was covered 

in chapter 2.3.2. Here a closer look is taken at the main characteristics of the channels. The 

general definitions of the channels presented here are based mostly on Heikkilä et al.‘s writings 

(1998).

The promotion channel
The companies in the promotion channel communicate market offerings to the customers, carry 

out persuasion, and provide feedback from customers. This channel aims to move information 
and to influence consumers with advertisements. The companies in this channel actively 

contact customers and offer their services to them. Compared to the three other channels the 

promotion channel is very open, in other words identification of customers is not so important. 

The promotion channel can operate either as a supporting channel providing resources, 

knowledge, utilities, or assets to the primary members of the supply chain (e.g., advertisement
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agency); or as a primary channel (e.g., some portals) adding value to the supply chain by 

performing managerial activities concerning for example promotion and gathering information. 

The manner in which the external process interfaces with the promotion channel vary depends 

on the company’s role.

The financing channel
The financing channel consists basically of supporting companies. The financing channel takes 

care of the payments, funding and insuring of transactions, and in general manages the return 
on investment, risks, and incentives for co-operation. Identification (e.g., an account number) 

plays an important role for the financing channel companies. The companies operating in this 

channel are viewed as trusted third parties, which confirm the transaction. Nowadays this can 

be made electronically. The role of trusted third parties has been seen as important in many 

surveys concerning consumers trust in e-commerce. The interface with the financing channel is 

mainly electronic.

The ordering channel
Heikkilä et al. (1998, 10) state that the ordering channel facilitates the administration of supply 

contracts, guarantees, customer complaints, and other commitments. According to them, 

ordering channel companies can be seen as coordinators. However, this is changing as channel 

integrators step into the picture. Coordination of customer data should be the strength of 
ordering channel companies; otherwise they can be made useless (disintermediation). 

Customer account numbers are needed to identify the customers. Order management is one of 

the major tasks of the channel. In electronic commerce, this can be automated by the use of 

databases and EDI systems. The characteristics of the parties operating in the ordering channel 

vary largely. To find its place among the many players in the channel, a company’s services 

have to add some value. As has been stated several times earlier this cannot be achieved in 

isolation since co-operation is needed.

The transfer channel

The transfer channel accomplishes manufacturing and deliveries through the warehouse to the 

final customer, managing as well any after sales services, maintenance and reverse logistics 

operations. To deliver the products an address and a lot of physical work is needed. Bask has 

made her dissertation of third-party relationships in logistics services. She found various 

definitions of third-party logistics ranging from an agent middleman in the logistics channel to 

a company managing the entire logistics (1999, 19). In this study the third-party logistics
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provider is seen as a company which supplies and coordinates the logistics functions as a 
whole. When being responsible for the entire logistics, 3rd party logistics providers can be seen 

as the major strategic interface in the transfer channel.

3.2.2 Supply Chain Network Characteristics

In this chapter two managerial simplifications that help to conceptualize the network structure 

are developed from the elements of the SC Network Structure presented in chapter 2.3.1. 

Cooper et al. listed three factors contributing on how much of the SC has to be managed. 

These factors were complexity of products, available resources and available material. In the 

first simplification suppliers and raw material are combined to resources. Picture 3-4 shows 

how the less resources are available the more important managing the links becomes. Similarly 

complexity of products or services contributes to the management of the links.

Complexity of 
products or services

Amount of manageable links

Scarcity of resources

Picture 3-4 Depth of Supply Chain Integration

The weights of the influencing factors have to be based on qualitative decisions. The 

complexity of the product varies with the amount of human work needed to get the product 

from raw material to end customer. The more complex a product is the more complicated the 

processes, and the more management efforts and co-operation is needed between the members. 

Ricker and Kalakota (1999) listed the following product characteristics that fit e-business well: 

small, easy to ship, does not require trial, and has a high convenience factor for buying online. 

Good examples of such products are all digital products that can be delivered entirely online 

with minimal human interaction. Assuming channel separation and supply chain integration 

will continue, duplicate work in SC’s can more easily be gotten rid of. This will most likely 

ease the SC structures in general. Also, the extended enterprise will enable Supply chain 
Compression to be executed (Chaudry and Schnieper 1999, 78). The law of demand and 

supply affects also the value of raw material and suppliers. Companies value scarce resources 

more than resources widely available. This can be seen in the studies Tuunainen has made in 

the car industry (1999, 37). She states that suppliers of bulk products benefit more from
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widening their partner base (i.e., transactional relationship with several partners), than from 

deepening the business integration and moving towards collaboration. Suppliers of widely 

differentiated products were said to benefit from deeper collaboration.

The other managerial simplification presented in this chapter discusses the closeness of the 

relationship. Cooper et al. (1997) found that the importance of the interest group (whether a 

key business partner or not) and the criticality of the process affects the closeness of a business 

relationship. The importance of the relationship and the partner can be derived from the forces 

contributing to the depth of SC integration presented earlier. The closeness of the process is 

presented graphically in picture 3-5. The three levels of business relationships presented in 

chapter 2.3.3 will be used to present the closeness of the relationship.

A
Closeness of business

>
Criticality of process

Picture 3-5 Closeness of Relationship

The dimensions are basically measuring the contribution of the supplier/ process to the value 

chain. An increase in either dimension increases the pressure to deepen the business 

relationship. The measurement of importance and criticality are sometimes very subjective 

tasks and are not discussed deeply in this study. On an operational level, the customers and 

partners can be categorized on the basis of a certification test, or an ABC -analysis. The latter 

is a simple but useful method of dividing the business partners into categories according to for 

example sales, orders, or turnover. The best way to evaluate the criticality of the processes is to 
map the processes and evaluate the contribution of each process to the success of the business 

as a whole. A recommended way to accomplish this is to construct potential processes and 

evaluate their importance based on qualitative factors. Analyzing the closeness of the 
relationships between certain SC members can be useful while predicting how dis- and 

reintermediation will affect a supply chain. Referring to picture 3-5, the roles of the companies 

that are located close to one of the axis are more likely to change than those that are on the 

circles further away.

BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS 
I: Transactional 
II: Information exchange 
III: Collaboration
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The simplifications presented in this chapter are by no means complete solutions, but they 

assist managers in identifying critical links. Memorizing these simplifications helps to 

understand the different types of business relationships and the behavior of different members 

in the SC. Stuart (1997, 233) holds that there needs to be careful selection between approaches 

distinguishing suppliers who are chosen with a dominant emphasis on cost reduction through 

traditional adversarial approaches and those that create, or could potentially create, some 
element of competitive advantage. The tools presented here can be used as first step measures 

for analyzing strategic importance of SC members, since they are best suitable for giving a 

general understanding of the relationships. After recognizing the general characteristics of the 

process interfaces (the channel characteristics) and characterizing the network structure, the 

supply chain activities should be defined. In order to facilitate practice to SC integration, the 

activity description should be divided into processes that are easier to control and easier to 
communicate to the whole chain. In the previous chapter Quid (1995) emphasized the 

importance of processes in understanding SC’s. This study suggests that by identifying inter- 

organizational processes and defining the roles, resources, and business rules in these an 

organization-wide understanding of the SC network characteristics can be achieved. The 

practice of defining business processes will be covered in the next chapter.

3.3 Forming Supply Chain Processes out of Key Activities

According to Cooper et al. (1997, 7), business processes are the activities that produce a 

specific output of value to the customer. Inter-organizational business processes are complex 

entities, and might seem somewhat difficult to conceptualize. In chapter 2, common processes 

were identified from literature, and methods for categorizing and describing these were 
presented. Lambert et al. (1998, 10) define coordinating internal processes as a prerequisite for 

successful SCM. As a starting point they use the processes identified by the Global Supply 

chain Forum (see chapter 2.4.1). Lambert et al. state that a company might take a leading role 

in the SC by expanding the internal processes to suppliers. This way the internal processes 

become the SC business processes. This study presents an approach that suites better the 

situation where a neutral fourth party, the channel integrator, develops the SC processes. Unlike 

in Lambert’s theory, the channel integrator cannot identify SC processes from the viewpoint of 

one company. The processes have to be identified from shared key activities. The starting 

point is to identify and describe activities that are essential for the existence of the SC. This 

can be achieved through defining the ultimate operative goal of the chain, and describing the 

actions that have to be taken to achieve this. For example, in the SC of an electronic retailer 

the goal could be timely and faultless order fulfillment and the activities would describe how
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orders are fulfilled. By having an operative description as a basis, identification ot further 

activities and processes is made easier. A distinctive understanding of the supply chain 

network structure is a natural prerequisite for process identification. Based on literature, I 

suggest there are two ways to identify processes:

1. An inductive approach that places supply chain activities into general 
business process descriptions identified in literature.

2. A deductive approach, where generic activities are divided into 
subactivities and specializations (i.e., defining modular processes).

Modular processes suite electronic business and the increasing speed of change in the business 

models very well. Furthermore, the deductive approach suites the situation where a channel 

integrator aims to develop the SC in favor of all members better, than a model where the 

process descriptions are dictated by the channel integrator. The generic activities are identified 

based on the supply chain description and the activity description. The required subactivities 

can be identified by analyzing the channel roles, resources, and characteristics channel by 

channel. The chronological description helps in understanding what kind of processes are 

needed. In the following picture an example of key activities in a SC of an electronic retailer 

are presented.

T Portal^ ) <
Electronic storefront ,

Communication
Web brands

P.O.D., P vital cheque

'Г/Uernet paymen s.
(Credit card compan'Online-Bank 4

Payment, Accounts receivable End
Customers

Raw
material

Internet orders

Order management

tics Separe Provider
WholesalerManufacturer Physical

DistributorPhysical
Distributor

Delivery DeliveryDelivery

^ Automated information flow

------ > Information flow with human interaction

^ Human information exchange 

-------^ Physical flow

Picture 3-6 Key Activities in an Electronic Retailer’s SC
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Although the customer channel model theory states each channel operates individually, 

processes cubing the channels are required. Processes have to cut the channels, because the 

activities taken are always a part of a procedure (e.g., receiving orders has to precede delivery). 

Consequently, channel separation is not visible in the cross-organizational processes but in 

individual companies focusing on certain channels. The following picture is presented to 

clarify the context where the processes are.

Subtask 1Promotion channel

Financing channel

End
CustomersRaw

material
Subtask 2

Ordering channel

Transfer channel

Subtask 3

Subtask 7

Subtask 6

Subtask 5

Picture 3-7 Modular Processes in the Customer Channels

Placing subtasks under channels might be difficult in the real world. Modular processes can be 

presented in a clear way by presenting them separately in simple flowcharts. To enable a 

common understanding of the supply chain as one entity, the process descriptions should be 

kept simple and all descriptions should be based on the same criteria. Based on Tinnilä’s and 

Quid’s studies (see p.24), it is suggested that the following factors be identified in the 

processes:
Table 3-3 Describing the Processes

Process description_________________________
Output and goals____________________________
Resources and roles__________________________
Methods and tools____
Environment description
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With the process description, the strategic intention of the processes is defined. This should be 

taken in consideration while refining the activities through specializations and subtasks. To 

begin, the goals of the needed processes should be considered based on the chronological 

description made. After having a clear idea of the wanted outputs and goals of the generic 

activities, the other factors mentioned in table 3-3 should be defined. The business 

understanding should be deepened, by assessing suitable specializations. The existence of all 

subtasks in each specialization should be justified by using the same criteria. The processes 

should be built with a focus on the strengths of the SC s, minimization of the risks caused by 

the weaknesses, utilization of the opportunities, and avoidance of the threats. The amount of 

activities in even the simplest supply chain can be very large, so prioritization of the processes 

is required. In assessing the importance of the processes, the future predictions and objectives 

have to be taken into consideration. If a company wants to compete with, for example, 

excellent customer service, the primary focus should be on activities involved with managing 

customer and order information. Constant analysis and revision is needed to meet future 

requirements. Revision will be discussed in chapter 3.5.

3.4 Channel Integrators Managing Electronic Supply Chain Business 

Processes

In this study, SCM is approached by first describing the big picture (the SC network), then 

proceeding to focusing on smaller parts (the processes), and is concluded by general 

management components that are implemented for each process. Literature reviewed for this 
thesis suggests that supply chains can be managed by managing the business processes in them. 

Quid described management of processes as one type of process. He listed three categories: 

core processes, support processes, and the management processes that coordinate the two. 

Lambert et al. (1998) and Cooper et al. (1997) suggest general management components should 

be defined for all processes and the extent of their use would be identified separately for each 

process. In a definition of core competencies made by Mintzberg et al. (1995, 86) they state 

that core competencies are the collective learning in the organization, focusing on how to 

coordinate diverse production skills and integrate multiple streams of technology. Based on 

theories in this study it can be concluded that core competencies of a SC rely on the 

management components. The management components define methods to manage business 

processes, and have therefore an important role in shaping processes to competencies. Picture 
3-8 inserts the management components that coordinate the inter-organizational processes into 

the customer channel model. The process flows in the picture are imaginary examples.
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Picture 3-8 Combining the Customer Channel Model and the SCM Framework

In electronic businesses, the roles of business applications and the IT structure are essential for 

enabling process integration. Kalakota and Robinson (1999) state that as companies race 

toward the information economy their structures are increasingly made up of interlocking 

business applications. They say that e-business design is actually about how to integrate an 
intricate set of applications so that they work together like a machine. To succeed in e- 

commerce a company has to recognize the necessity oí an integrated back office. E-Business 

designs must be based on an organization’s process capabilities, which in turn are embedded in 

business applications (Kalakota & Robinson 1999, 102). Technology is although only an 

enabler of SC Integration. A key issue in managing the network is to define how individual 

processes between different companies are coordinated and managed (i.e., defining the work 
and organization structure). An integrated supply chain network can be achieved by spreading 

a common understanding of the work and organizational structure. The increasing amount of 
core competencies needed and the complexity of processes require excellent coordination. 

Clear practices are needed to manage the processes, and responsibility for each link has to be 

taken. The tasks and processes might be shared, but responsibility has to be clearly defined. 

Unclear responsibility leads to disorder. In the situation presented in picture 3-8, the 

management components integrate the channels in a similar way as they integrate the processes
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in Cooper et al.’s (1997) framework. The responsibility of managing a link is based on 

tradition, roles of the companies, and bilateral agreements. For example, the so-called SC 

Anchors have the power to dictate the managerial and behavioral, and to some extent also the 

physical and technical management components. To distribute the power in the SC more 

equally and to replace tradition and power confrontation with efficiency as the dominant 

criteria for defining management components, this study makes an argument for the use of 

channel integrators. A channel integrator assembles and manages the resources, capabilities, 

and technology of its own organization with those of complementary service providers to 

deliver a comprehensive supply chain solution (Moore 1999, 15). What it actually 

accomplishes is enabling the business processes and offering a clear work and organizational 

structure. Referring back to the picture presenting the management components (picture 3-8), 

the responsibility of organizing the management components can be outsourced to a channel 

integrator who coordinates the management of the processes with the help of suitable business 

applications (picture 3-9).
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Financing channel

Ordering channel

Transfer channel
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End
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\J Supply Chain Management components
•Planning and control •Product structure

•Work structure «Management methods
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•Information flow facility (IT) structure «Culture and attitude

Picture 3-9 Role of the Channel Integrator in SCM

SCM is about managing the end-to-end processes, in a way that the SC operates like one 

organization. Considering that companies are increasingly focusing on their key processes, we
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end up in a situation where the channel integrators are increasingly required to coordinate the 

activities in the channel. Basically any company offering an enabling operation for the SC can 
make the initiative for integrating inter-enterprise processes. The integrator can provide a 

service (e.g. consulting), an e-commerce solution, hardware, or a logistics service. A channel 

integrator that can offer the e-business application, a clear model for SCM, and a strategic 

manuscript for defining the critical points, can offer competitive advantage for small retailers. 

Traditionally, a small retailer with mostly larger partners (e.g., wholesalers, carriers, or third 

party logistics providers) has had no other option than to be satisfied with contract-based 

relationships. In the electronic supply chain, the information systems make deeper co

operation also in transactional relationships easier. However, getting the required infrastructure 

might be difficult for a small company. In making initial contacts and building the network 

with a functioning set of management components the resources of a channel integrator might 

be useful.

3.5 Revising the Network

Constant revision of the SC characteristics and the management practices is important. It 

ensures that the entire SC keeps a common direction in a fast changing environment, that all 

strengths of the SC are utilized in the business processes, and that the best available resources 

are being used for the operations. Forces driving change in the SC can be external (e.g., 
changing customer preferences) or internal (e.g., implementation of new technology). If the 

changes lead to inconsistencies in the processes (e.g., functional silos, or conflicting processes), 

revisions should be made. The revisions can be divided into three levels. The first and simplest 

level is to adjust the subactivities and specializations of processes. On the second level the 

generic activity descriptions are reconsidered (i.e., new processes added or old ones removed), 

and in case restructuring processes does not help to adapt to the new requirements, the network 

characteristics have to be re-evaluated. In other words, the SC network structure and its 

elements are reconsidered.

This thesis uses processes as an important tool in characterizing and managing the supply 

chain. Taking the strategic role of processes in to consideration, it is important that the 

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the supply chain and its environment are 

well matched to the processes and the management components. To form an efficient business 

model and create an end-to-end value stream, the processes have to be based on common 
strategic intentions and shared vision in the supply chain. By listing the strengths and 

weaknesses of a supply chain, areas for improvement and critical success factors can be
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identified. With the help of management components the business processes are formed into 

core competencies. The strengths of a supply chain should naturally be made visible in the 

core competencies (i.e., the business processes). Whereas SCM removes duplicate tasks from 

the supply chain, constant analysis ensures the best available resource is picked for each task. 

For example, if a global transport company has effective practices for collecting payments 

throughout the world the small retailers in the supply chain should not create their own 

systems, but try to utilize the ones of the SC partner. It has to be remembered that strengths are 

attempted relative. If a competing party achieves better results, the strength is lost. By 
analyzing opportunities and threats, the important developments that will or should impact the 

supply chain are recognized. Opportunities and threats can be recognized by analyzing the 

economic climate, the market situation, competitive pressure, and developments in technology. 

Based on a SWOT -analysis made, future process modules might be created in advance and 

change can be better managed.
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4 Electronic Supply Chain Solutions - Case: LogbyE.com

4.1 Methodology

The purpose of this chapter, the empirical part of the study, is to present a practical 

implementation of the framework presented in chapter 3. The framework will be used to 

describe an electronic supply chain concept provided by LogbyE.com, a small Finnish e- 

Business solution provider (eBSP). The business practices discussed here are still under 

construction, which is why the focus is more on presenting how the SC Network can be 
described and built than on demonstrating how the efficiency of the SC could be improved. In 

implementing the framework into practice, the focus will be on Netinlevy Oy, an electronic 

retailer of entertainment goods and a major client of LogbyE.com. The chapters in this part of 

the thesis are based on the presented SCM framework.

Information for the case description was gathered by interviewing key players in the SC 

Network. These have been the Managing Directors from LogbyE.com Oy, and Netinlevy Oy, 

Jari Vesanen and Sasu Norhomaa. Project Managers Antero Vesanto and Reijo Pursiainen 
from LS-Logistics Ltd., and Project Manager Tuomo Virkkunen from MeritaNordbanken. An 

e-mail interview was established with Markku Takala a sales representative of PEC 

Musiikkitukku Oy, a music wholesaler. The empirical data collected does not enable making 
generalizations of electronic supply chain solutions in general, but it contains all the required 

information for testing the functionality of the framework presented in chapter 3 through a 

descriptive study of one case.

4.2 LogbyE.com (Nettitaivas Oy)

LogbyE.com was established in 1997 (in Finland the company is registered under the name 

Nettitaivas Oy). Initially, the company developed Netinlevy. In 1999 Netinlevy was sold and 

LogbyE.com concentrated on replicating the software solution behind Netinlevy for other 

retailers. Together with its allied network LogbyE.com offers its clients complete and 

comprehensive service to establish and develop business on the Internet. Currently, its core 

competence is in selling e-commerce platforms as of the shelf -software. Additionally, it offers 

logistics and marketing solutions that support the e-commerce solution. The software solutions 

range from a fully customized solution to five different versions of an e-commerce platform 

varying in scope and service level. The logistics and marketing modules are always
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customized to respond to the clients’ webshop’s specific problems. Netinlevy is the first 

customer buying the whole e-business solution.

At the moment, the majority of the customers operate in the domestic market. The company 

aims to build a SC solution that can be adjusted to handle the requirements of any small to 

medium sized end-customer web shop, independent of location or product range. LogbyE.com 

differentiates itself from its competitors with an extensive ability to serve SME’s and with a 
focus on functioning, basic solutions integrated to a business concept. Many of its rivals take a 

technology focus to e-business. Referring to Lambert et al.’s (1998) division in to primary and 

supporting companies, LogbyE.com is a supporting company in its customers SC. Its aim is, 

to take an extensive role in enabling the business of its clients by offering the whole e-business 

concept (i.e., operating as a channel integrator). Based on Andersen Consulting’s division into 

three different business models of a 4PL company (chapter 2.6), LogbyE.com can be defined as 

taking the first steps as a solution integrator. Its solution consists of business applications, 

contacts to third party -logistics providers, links to financial intermediaries, and marketing 

services.

4.3 LogbyE.corn’s Supply Chain Network Solutions

LogbyE.com operates between the customer channels. The e-commerce software it offers to 

retailers together with the links to the essential supply chain members, provide an electronic 

business solution that aims to respond to the needs of the customer interface. At the moment, 

the responsibilities of the companies in the SC are under constant change, and the perceptions 

different parties have of these vary a lot. To give a general understanding of the different roles 

companies have in the SC, the customer channel model is used (see picture 4-1). A short look 

at some characteristics of the channels in LogbyE.com’s solutions in general will be taken.
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Picture 4-1 LogbyE.corn’s e-Business Solution

Promotion channel companies can be either primary or supporting members in the supply 

chain. They communicate market offerings, persuade consumers and provide feedback. 

LogbyE.com offers the web-technology to interact over the Internet, and provides its services 

to build the initial links to companies in the channel. Media companies and advertisement 

agencies are clearly supporting partners in the channel. Companies keeping up electronic 

storefronts can also be included in the promotion channel. Their role is either a supporting or a 

primary one. The roles of the third parties depend on the activities that are taken in their web- 

solutions to manage customer service. For example, some portals or aggregators (sites 

gathering electronic retailers) like Sonera Plaza’s Ostella.com 

(http://ostella.fi.soneraplaza.net/ostella/). integrate the web shops to their own site. This 

enables them to take a primary role in promotion by utilizing the customer and order 

information and customer feedback. Others, like MeritaNordbanken’s Solotori, only link the 

retailers’ storefront to their own site, which makes them clearly a supporting partner in the 

promotion channel. Basically, they only offer their brand for the retailers use. Authorities 

strictly restrict the retail banks participation in their customers business. Even Solotori’s 

legality has been investigated by Rahoitustarkastus, the authority for controlling and inspecting 

operations of retail banks in Finland (Virkkunen 3.3.2000). As a consequence, 
MeritaNordbanken plans together with some media companies to take a more active role in the 

promotion of e-business in general. The processes that cut the promotion channel are 

supporting processes of great importance. For example Customer relationship management, 

collecting customer and order information and using it to improve the customer relationship
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and using it appropriately, is a critical process in promoting Internet services (Kalakota & 
Robinson 1999, Saarelainen, 3.2.2000). The business relationships with the promotion channel 

should be collaborative because the information processes are highly critical for successful e- 

commerce. The importance of each partner depends on the role (primary vs. supporting) the 

company in question has. The amount of manageable links in the channel can be limited to a 

few most critical ones, because promotional services are widely available. LogbyE.com can 

function as a link to the promotion channel companies.

The role of the financing channel in this context is solely to take care of distributing payments. 

LogbyE.com offers links to the three major on-line banks in Finland. These banks cover 

almost 90% of the retail banks customers in Finland (Virkkunen, 3.3.2000). Software for credit 

card payments, postal check, and bills can also be included in the storefront. Rules and legal 

issues restrict the roles of the financing channel companies. The players in the channel are big 

in size, and the vertical structure of the channel is very short (i.e., one partner basically takes 

care of the whole channel). Several partners are used only to offer variety of choice for 

consumers and partners. Web payments are a very practical and secure method to pay on the 

Internet. Finland has been a fruitful ground for the breakthrough of Internet payments because 

of the large market share of the three major retail banks (Virkkunen, 3.3.2000). Technology 
behind Internet payments is somewhat simple, and the integration of the payment software can 

easily be made. LogbyE.com provides the link to the different on-line banks from sites 

produced by it, but due to legal issues the actual service agreements have to be made by the 

sales company itself. The channel interface is technology-based and little management is 

needed as the payment services are built with an extensive user focus. In credit card payments 

encryption is a key issue. It is important that the solution provider can offer the newest and the 

best encryption technology. Before universal encryption standards are developed, staying up- 

to-date requires constant follow-up of technological advances. P.O.D. (Payment-on-delivery) 

and bill require human interaction, and increase the liability risk, which make them not as 

profitable options for the seller as the Internet payment. Nonetheless they are requirements of 

good customer service.

The players in the ordering channel manage the customer and order information. LogbyE.com, 

as the system and channel integrator, possesses an enabling role in the channel by providing the 
databases based on which the orders are fulfilled. Other parties in the channel are web shops or 

physical retailers only publishing product information on the Internet. The channel has many 

similarities with the promotion channel. What differentiates ordering channel companies from
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the ones in the promotion channel are, for example, responsibilities for order confirmation, 

managing accounts receivable, and managing allocations. At the moment, many companies 
operate in several channels (the hypothesis of the customer channel model hasn’t been quite 

fulfilled). While planning the supply chain network, sticking strictly to the channels helps to 

clarify unclear responsibilities and remove duplicate work.

The transfer channel consists of primary members (manufacturers and wholesalers) and 

supporting members (third-party logistics companies). The clients of LogbyE.com are mainly 
small electronic retailers, and the larger transfer channel companies often see them selves as 

dominant partners of the supply chain (supply chain anchors). This makes integration of even 

first-tier suppliers difficult. LogbyE.com aims to integrate the channel as far as possible. 

Compared to the other channels, the transfer channel consists of a lot human interaction. This 

increases the amount of management needed. Timely delivery is seen as one of the most 

critical success factors of e-commerce (Norhomaa, 6.3.2000). Coordinating services are 

essential for small retailers. There are large challenges in adjusting the transfer channel to 

respond to the requirements set by the other channels. Disintermediation will probably strongly 

affect this channel in the near future. To be prepared for the changing roles and to be able to 

continuously offer flexible services, alternative solutions should be kept available and actively 

searched for. To fully integrate the Logistics Services they have to be clearly described (e.g., 

commodization of logistics products) and the important partners have to be identified.

Before putting up an e-commerce service, all primary links in the SC have to be put up. 

Traditionally a retailer would have had to manage all the links by itself. By using LogbyE.com 

as a channel integrator, the responsibility of managing most of the links can be outsourced. 

The e-commerce platform is the integrating factor in the SC solutions. Management of many 

of the process links is also taken care of by the information system. It enables closer 

integration and in a way entitles the existence of LogbyE.com as an integrating partner. 
Through close collaboration with LogbyE.com a small retailer can manage a whole set of links. 

To keep the network manageable, the supporting companies will have to be linked to the 

network through their partners. Traditionally the supporting companies have been only 

offering their services to the primary companies like EDI Systems Integration Services that 

works only for its sister company LS Logistics. The active role of company’s like LogbyE.com 

in managing the SC can open up the channel operations and this way reduce the number ot 

echelons in a channel. It is natural for organizations to resist change when it comes to sharing 

responsibility and power in the SC. The large players will not necessarily want to share the
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role of the supply chain anchor, especially not with small software companies. It will take time 

for the concept of a channel integrator to be totally accepted among all parties.

4.4 Netinlevy’s Supply chain

To gain a better understanding of how a supply chain network might be built, we will analyze 

the supply chain of Netinlevy. This chapter will picture the background and specify the 

activities taken in the supply chain to fulfill end-customer requirements.

4.4.1 The major players

Netinlevy Oy
Netinlevy is a pioneer in its market segment in Finland. It has sold entertainment goods like 

CD's, computer games, and DVD's over the Internet for almost three years. It operates its own 

web shop under the site: www.huinut.com.LogbyE.com established the service in 1997, and 

since 1999 it is a subsidiary of the Infosto Group, one of the largest Finnish media companies 

creating methods, services, and systems for electronic commerce. Netinlevy has three main 

product categories: CD's, computer games and DVD's in which are altogether over 1000 

available items. In its first years of existence, the company distributed the products itself by 

using the services of the post. This was inefficient and ate up too much of the company’s 

resources. The responsibility of arranging the logistics services was outsourced to 

LogbyE.com. The company set the following operational goals:

■ integration of back-office systems (order management/ controlling 
accounts receivable) with the web-site

■ efficient (two-way) EDI -system with the logistics partner
■ delivery in three days

Netinlevy aims to compete with fast deliveries. The delivery times are kept in almost hundred 

percent of the cases (Norhomaa 6.3.2000). Problems occur due to information disruptions 

between the wholesalers and Netinlevy. The major obstacle in ordering is that wholesalers 

require the orders to be faxed. The waiting times between the order and the order confirmation, 

make order management hard to handle. The company has decided to concentrate on serving 

the customer interface, outsourcing everything not related to this. LogbyE.com was hired to 

build an e-Business solution. For Netinlevy, the main implications of this study are in 

determining structured procedures from order to delivery, and this way clarify the roles and 

responsibilities in the SC.
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LS-Logistics Ltd.
Currently, all logistics functions are contracted to LS-Logistics Services Ltd. (LS). The 

company is a subsidiary of Finland Post Ltd. Two of its other major owners are its largest 

customers Alko Corp., Sonera Oyj and Tamro Oyj. In the last four years, the company’s 

turnover and personnel have both grown about 300 percent. LS’s business idea is to offer a 

complete logistics solution concept for its customers. It operates four warehouses with an area 

of 46 000 square meters altogether. Its largest Value-Added Logistics center operates in the 

same premises as the main distribution center of the post near the Helsinki-Vantaa airport. LS 

-Logistics Ltd. takes care of service warehousing and provides warehouse management 

systems. By offering the following services, LS aims to add as much value for each pallet as 

possible:

■ Reception
■ Storing
■ Collecting sales packages
■ Filling the consignment documents
■ Packing
■ Cross-docking and delivery to distribution
■ Returns delivered to retailer

It bundles the logistics services of similar companies to gain efficiency. It has its own network 

of secondary SC members taking care of application integration (EDI Integration Services) and 

distribution (e.g., the Post or ASG). EDI Integration Services takes care of all digital 

information between LS and its partners. It integrates information from different applications 

and refines it to e-Letters and bills. LS’s mother company, the post, offers the company many 

synergistic advantages. The sales of its services has been taken care of by its own corporate 

customer sales channel, the corporate sales of the Post and companies selling SC solutions 

(e.g., LogbyE.com).

The payment intermediaries
The payment intermediaries are retail banks and the post in case of postal checks. These 

companies have a supporting role in the supply chain, by enabling the execution of end- 

customer processes. Some additional services are offered, but mainly the companies 

concentrate on their core business - mediating payments and credits. For example, 

MeritaNordbanken provides promotion channel services that use the banks direct banking 

brand, Solo. The bank is not actively involved in the business itself. Solutions providers
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produce the actual storefront of Solo and the arrangement of support services is left to the 

reseller or solution providers like LogbyE.com.

PEC - Musiikkitukku Oy
There are about ten wholesalers delivering goods to Netinlevy. They are mainly branch offices 

of large worldwide companies or joint warehouses/ distribution centers of international record 

companies. At the moment no record wholesaler offers the possibility to make electronic 

orders. PEC-Musiikkitukku Oy is the biggest record wholesaler located in Finland, and will be 

used as an example in this study. A representative of the company stated that the main reasons 

for the missing electronic ordering systems are the dependency on large record companies that 

makes adjusting slow, and the complicated warehouse management systems required (Takala 

22.3.2000). Currently, orders from retailers are taken by fax. The company posts product 

catalogs monthly, form which the orders can be made. This leads to a situation where the 

availability of ordered goods is checked first with the arrival of the order.

4.4.2 Background

To understand the dynamic situation the SC is at, it is beneficial to take a look at the changes 

that have been made in the SC recently. In its first years of existence Netinlevy took orders via 

the Internet but the entire supply chain operated based on traditional channel models. Like in a 

physical record store, Netinlevy took responsibility of the whole order-delivery process by even 

packing the products and sending them further by post. The only advantage compared to a 

physical record store was that no expensive sales premises were needed. With the volumes 

growing this model got too complicated to manage. Netinlevy saw the potential in utilizing the 

possibilities electronic commerce offers to streamline the supply chain. As a pure Internet 

company it had no stagnated channel structures as a burden. It decided to concentrate on 
serving the customer interface and controlling the information in it. Everything else was 

outsourced. In picture 4-2 it can be seen how in Netinlevy’s case the direct links do not stretch 

further than the wholesaler-tier. It is of no use to include more downstream partners. 

LogbyE.com has a major role in coordinating the network.
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Picture 4-2 The Structure of Netinlevy’s Supply Chain Network

As a pioneering company in the business, Netinlevy had already achieved a steady customer 

base. Netinlevy's primary goal is to achieve operational excellence. It aims to serve its 

customers with fast deliveries and a moderately wide selection of products (Norhomaa, 

6.3.2000). In the current structure NL is not directly involved in the physical product flow 

anymore. A web-based EDI-system keeps it informed about the progress of the deliveries. The 

back-end system provided by LogbyE.com enables managing the supply chain processes 

without each member being involved directly in the activities in the different channels itself. 

Next, we will take a closer look at how the integration of the supply chain of Netinlevy 

functions in practice. Like most Internet retailers, LogbyE.com’s clients are in the beginning ot 
their life cycle. As such, the business practices and the roles of the companies are still being 

formed. Small volumes and the developing stage of business relationships contribute to a 

dyadic approach in the supply chain. Thus, the focus is on describing the chain from 

wholesaler to consumer.

4.4.3 Describing the Supply Chain Network through Order Fulfillment Activities

In chapter 3 it was stated that the key activities of a SC should be used as a starting point to 

identify processes. The network around Netinlevy is analyzed by focusing on describing the 

information and product flows required for fulfilling orders placed by end-customers. The fact 

that Netinlevy has defined fast and timely deliveries as one of its primary objectives, supports 

analyzing the SC through order fulfillment activities. The following description will be used in 

the next chapter to define the order fulfillment process. Additional activities and processes are
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easier to identify based on an existing description. Many of the activities serve many 

processes. By using the activities involved with order fulfillment as a starting point (e.g., 

collecting order information), activities involved with for example customer relationship 

management can be identified.

The managing director of LogbyE.com, Jari Vesanen (15.2.2000), identified five activities to 

take place while fulfilling orders: the Internet order, payment, delivery, distribution, and 

returns. The activities are inserted into the picture of the customer channel structure in 

Netinlevy’s supply chain (Picture 4-3).
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Internet payments, 
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Payment, Accounts receivable

ConsumersLogbyE.comWholesalers Netinlevy Oy---- >
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Picture 4-3 Order Fulfillment Activities

Looking at the activities defined for fulfilling orders and the functions of the customer channels 

discussed in chapter 3, it can be seen that the five activities mentioned by Jari Vesanen can be 

readily located in their own channels. The promotion channel activities are the only ones that 

were left without a clear function in the interviews. Promotion channel activities were seen as 

a totally separate communication function. This is inline with theories presented earlier that 

separate the information flow. According to definition the promotion channel takes care of 

communication with the consumers and gathers customer and order information. In order 

fulfillment the role of the promotion channels is to operate the customer interface. Consumers
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log into the electronic storefront ('www.huiput.com) operated by Netinlevy to search for 

products. When the desired product is found, they can place it in a shopping cart or buy it 

immediately. Shopping does not require registration, but the registered customers are identified 
by the system and may receive customized service. Furthermore, only they have the option to 

pay the purchases per bill or P.O.D. From the electronic storefront, Netinlevy receives the 

essential order information and important information about customer behavior. Advertising 

the service is made through traditional media, and through banners and links in various portals 

and web services. The most visibility in the Internet is gained through the popular WOW! - 

Web brands fwww.wow.fi, www.fi,duuni.net, and sinkut.net), the online storefront of 

Keltainen pörssi f www.keltainenporssi.fi), a popular radio station www.kiss.fi, 

MeritaNordbanken’s Solotori ('www.merita.fi/solotori) and the site of the mobile service 

provider Iobox (www.iobox.fi). All of the sites are ranked high in the listings ot hits on 

Finnish web-sites. LogbyE.com provides its expertise in planning, negotiating, and managing 

the relationship of the partners in the channel. The transactions are all made through the 
Huiput.com site (the partner sites are linked to it), so customer and order information is 

administrated by Netinlevy.

Consumers can select the payment method from three on-line payments provided by the major 

Finnish retail banks, payment per postal check, or a bill. Netinlevy manages billing and 

accounts receivable. In the near future, LS-Logistics Ltd. will take over billing. The bills will 

be printed at LS and delivered together with the goods. The on-line payment system functions 

seamlessly and without risk because the payments are received before the delivery is made. 
Payments by postal check/ P.O.D. and bill include the risk of false customer information. Bills 

are in addition open to liability risks. Purchases paid in an on-line bank are prioritized by lower 

prices of their deliveries. Bills cost an extra FIM 10 and postal checks an extra FIM 15. Credit 

cards are not a major Internet payment method in Finland at the moment, which is why 

Netinlevy has not included these in its storefront.

As Netinlevy receives an order, it forwards it to the appropriate wholesaler. The wholesalers 

accept only fax orders. LS-Logistics is informed by the order management system (via EDI 

Integration Services) when an order is placed on the web-site. LogbyE.com manages the link 

to the distribution channel. It integrates the needed distribution and warehousing services by 

using its own and its partner’s solutions. In Netinlevy’s case, LS-Logistics is the sole logistics 

provider. LogbyE.com closely links LS. to the SC. It manages the links to it and mediates 

information from the retailer to it. The retailer does not have to put any efforts in managing the
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logistics operations. The products are delivered straight from the wholesaler inventory to the 

logistics partner who coordinates the distribution to the end-customer. In an optimal situation, 

LS would control the whole delivery chain, but due to the fracture in the electronic SC, the 

delivery from wholesaler to logistics center is agreed upon between the retailer and the 

wholesaler. The options offered are free from warehouse, Matkahuolto, courier services, or the 

post. Netinlevy gives its customers seven days to return the goods if not satisfied. The 

consumer returns the goods in a ready-paid package by post to Netinlevy's premises.

4.5 Description of the Order Fulfillment Process

For small retailers building a process library is a somewhat oversized operation considering the 

key competencies and limited resources of them. Outsourcing process knowledge to a business 

solution provider like LogbyE.com could be of great advantage. LogbyE.com could offer a 

concept for process description and prepare a process library with predefined processes. In this 

part of the study, the activity description made in the previous chapter is developed into an 

order fulfillment process. For a networked company to succeed in the dynamic situation the 
electronic retailing business is in, it is important to have clear roles and responsibilities in the 

supply chain. Through defining and describing processes, a clear conceptualization of these 

can be made. As stated earlier, it is suggested that modular processes be used.

In this thesis outstanding order fulfillment is seen as a requirement for successful execution of 

other business processes. Here, only the order fulfillment process is described. It is used as an 

example of process description. In the modular process, order fulfillment is defined as the 

generic activity that is divided into the following subactivities: receiving an Internet order, 

order management, order confirmation, delivery, Value-Added-Logistics Services (VAL) and 

distribution (see picture 4-4). Many of these activities were already discussed when picturing 

the background. The following flowchart shows a simplified picture of Netinlevy’s order 

fulfillment process.

Order fulfillment

Order
confirmation by 

wholesaler
NL receives 

i-order
DistributionDeliveryOrder Processing

Picture 4-4 Generic Order Fulfillment Process
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The flowchart gives only a general picture of what is done. Process description is required to 

picture the process in an understandable way. Before digging into the subactivities and 

specializations needed for efficient order fulfillment, using the standardized description 

presented in chapter 3 will deepen the understanding of the order fulfillment process.

Table 4-1 Description of Netinlevy’s Order Fulfillment Process

Process description: Order fulfillment___________________________________________
Output and goals

Delivery in maximum three days.
- Keep customers satisfied and gather customer and order information.__________________
Resources and roles
- Consumer interface: huiput.com
- Customer and order management (including checking payment status and confirming 

order): Netinlevy Oy
Payment transmission: Online Banks and the post 
Forwarding order: Netinlevy Oy

- Delivery: Post, Courier services, Matkahuolto, free from warehouse 
Distribution: Post (LS-Logistics )

Environment description
For orders to be delivered appropriately, the link from the customer interface to the wholesaler 
and the logistics partner are the key success factors. The link to the wholesaler is at the 
moment based on traditional paper orders. This is a common practice in the record business. 
The wholesalers are not willing to join the EDI systems of retailers. The relationships 
between NL and the wholesalers are transactional.

Methods and tools
The business application is in a key role in coordinating the business. LogbyE.com 
coordinates the management of all electronically enabled processes; Netinlevy manages the 
link to the wholesalers.

To get a good overview of the SC this description should be compared with other process 

descriptions and with the network description. This makes defining the management practices, 

presented in the next chapter, easier. The descriptions do not offer concrete operational rules; 

thus a too detailed description would blur the general conceptualization of the SC. To serve the 

operational level, more specific descriptions should be made for the subtasks. A description 

like the one in table 4-1 should be made for each subtask.

In order fulfillment, the required subtasks can be alternated a lot through automation. The 

specializations needed to adjust the generic process consider basically payment terms and the 

delivery method. If the payment is made through an online bank (the majority), payments are 

received before order fulfillment, and the checking and confirming subactivity can be left out
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of the process. The following picture presents all current specializations in Netinlevy’s order 

fulfillment process. The subtasks presented in picture 4-5 could naturally be divided into 

further subtasks.

Order fulfillment
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Free from 
warehouse

Order
confirmation by 

wholesaler
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i-order
Distribution

Courier

Cross-dockingChecking payment status 
and order information

Forwarding order

Order Fhocessing

Picture 4-5 Netinlevy’s Order Fulfillment Specializations

A process was defined as a group of activities that has a beginning and an end. The starting 

point for the order fulfillment process is when Netinlevy receives an order in the electronic 

storefront. Depending on the chosen payment method, there are two ways to proceed. If the 

payment is made through Internet, the order can be faxed to the appropriate wholesaler 

immediately. If not, check-ups on the order information and the payment status have to be 

made before forwarding the order. In both cases the logistics partner is informed directly 
through the system. The order-processing module is also an important part for collecting 

information for other processes like Customer Relationship Management. The wholesaler s 

order confirmation does not require any action from Netinlevy as long as the product is 

available. If not, the three-day delivery promise will be exceeded, and the consumer is 

contacted. Netinlevy has a money-back guarantee for deliveries exceeding the time. In theory 

the delivery times could still be adjusted a little by choosing a fast enough delivery method. In 
Netinlevy’s case the four specializations of delivery methods do not provide very much space 

to speed up the deliveries. In practice, the delivery methods are not used to adjust delivery 

times, but are chosen based on tradition between the wholesaler and the retailers.

4.6 Management of the Business Processes

4.6.1 Management Components in the Different Channel Interfaces

In the theory part of the study, it was suggested that the management processes be taken care of 

by using a common business application and the services of a channel integrator. Looking at
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the collaboration among the different SC members in Netinlevy’s case, it was found that except 

for Netinlevy’s and LogbyE.com’s shared management personnel and the shared IT structure, 

very few of Cooper’s (1997) management components could be identified. Two of the main 

reasons behind this were found to be:

■ Small volumes keep the SC members from deepening the business 
relationship.

■ In many process interfaces, the business application is seen as a 
sufficient link as long as no unexpected problems occur.

Picture 4-6 presents the different management components that were identified between the SC 

members. In the picture all management components enabled by LogbyE.com’s software are 

drawn to pass LogbyE.com although in reality the information flows go directly between the 

members. In other words, the oval presenting LogbyE.com presents also the software it offers.

LogbyE.com
•Internet shop
programs
•Internet mall
programs
•Web-based
customer
relationship
management
jy stems.________
-•Web= based--------
logistics tools.
• Project
management tools. 
•Web traffic 
analysis

\ I i
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X www.huiDUl.com У

LS-Logistics Services Ltd. 
Service warehouse 
Warehouse management systems

Consumers

Planning and control 

Organization structure 
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Product Structure 
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Power and leadership structure

>
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>
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Picture 4-6 Management Components Identified Between SC Members

LogbyE.com offers its expertise in contacting and choosing promotion channel companies. 

The need for administration of the process after the initial contact is made is very limited. Both 

Netinlevy and LogbyE.com operate in this interface. To make the processes more efficient
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Netinlevy could concentrate on the ordering channel and leave managing promotion to the 

channel integrator. The Infosto Group owns a major share of Netinlevy, so the companies 

share an organization structure. With the financing channel companies, the process interfaces 

consist basically of standard transactions that are made electronically. Also here, minimal 

management is needed after the initial links have been put up. LogbyE.com takes care oí the 

technological and business relationship development in the financing channel. The ordering 

channel is more complex. Netinlevy and LogbyE.com have deepened their collaboration by 

sharing management personnel. This is good for planning and control, and the communication 

and information flow. The wholesalers are basically a transfer channel company, but by using 

their power they complicate the ordering channel. In the transfer channel, all possible power is 

outsourced to LS. Due to the isolation of the wholesalers, the activities are planned and the 

resources managed, on a transactional basis. The contacts to the wholesaler are in Netinlevy s 

hands. LogbyE.com manages the link to Logistics Services. It implements the back-office 

system for NL that communicates with LS’s systems. LS controls the deliveries based on the 

orders it receives via the Internet. There are no formal organization or communication 

structures between Netinlevy and LS; they transact only through the application. If Netinlevy 

detects delivery problems or reason for improvement, it contacts LogbyE.com. In practice, this 

means that as long as no problems occur the workflow is steered by the orders coming in from 

the customer-site. The managerial and behavioral components with the transfer channel 

companies could be more collaborative. They are based on a buyer/seller confrontation -way 
of thinking. The reason behind this is that companies in the transfer channel are much larger 

than Netinlevy. Due to the small volumes of the retailer, wholesalers and logistics services 

providers have little interest for close collaboration. This is a common problem for small 

retailers. As LogbyE.com’s client base grows in the logistics services business, it can pool the 

acquisition of services for similar clients and this way provide better service to them.

4.6.2 Software in Managing Processes

As we have seen, Netinlevy’s small volumes make heavy integrating structures among its 

supply chain partners unprofitable. Furthermore, even if Netinlevy would see close integration 

as useful, the larger members might be reluctant to deepen collaboration. The study made by 
Subramanian presented in chapter 1.3.1 (www.ebusinessbusiness.com1 ) suggested that it is 

sometimes useful for larger companies, channel masters, to donate their resources concerning 

information systems to the use of smaller SC partners. This study suggests that small e- 

retailers that are willing to make the initiative to utilize the advantages of an integrated supply 
chain should acquire e-business solutions from channel integrators that may offer information
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system resources and links they could not arrange themselves. Ready-made concepts help 

retailers to leverage their legacy systems and construct virtual enterprises. A channel integrator 

like LogbyE.com can bring the SC members together and in this way enable optimization of the 

whole chain, instead of the members bilaterally suboptimizing each link. Currently, the 

software offered by LogbyE.com enables Netinlevy to automate order reception, and billing, 

and supports many other activities and processes. The information system can include the 

following modules:

■ Internet shop programs
■ Internet mall programs
■ Web-based customer relationship management systems.
■ Web-based logistics tools.
■ Project management tools.
■ Web traffic analysis

These systems give a covering solution to at least the needs of SME’s. The solutions are open 

and can be tailored to fit the information systems of other solution providers. Fundamentally, 

the business application can be seen as a process system. Its role in integrating the supply 

chain will increase when communication with the wholesalers moves to electronic networks. 

Currently, many activities in Netinlevy’s SC are managed on a transactional basis directly 

between primary companies in the chain, like the relationship between the wholesaler and the 

retailer. In electronic supply chains of small- and medium-sized retailers, the majority of the 

process interfaces could although be operated as system integration interfaces (see management 

components in chapter 3.4). There is great potential in improving the SC through collaborative 

tools. Through automating further process links, for example the reliability of operations 

would increase, and closer co-operation with large supply chain partners could be made 

profitable and more effective. All links cannot although be automated. There are three process 

interfaces that require significant human interaction. First, in the promotion channel human 

interaction is required in marketing decisions that cannot be automated. Second, establishing 

and keeping up a functioning business relationship between retailer and wholesaler always 

requires some human interaction. The managerial and behavioral components are important as 

the relationships are built on long-term basis. Manual ordering naturally increases the human 

interaction needed to manage this link. Third, the link between LogbyE.com and the transier 

channel requires human interaction. The management of processes with LS-Logistics is a 

strategically important issue, contributing to the fact that management efforts have to be put 

into the link. The point in using a SC integrator instead of dealing directly with for example 

logistics service providers (third-party logistics services providers) is to contract the entire
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business solution from LogbyE.com, and minimize the management efforts required for 

supporting activities.

4.7 Revision of the Integration Elements

For LogbyE.com to offer an electronic business solution, it has to be aware of the strategic 

intentions of its clients. The role of constant revision is important tor keeping common 

direction throughout the SC, for identifying the strengths of the SC in the business processes, 

and allocating the best possible resources for all operations. The strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities, and threats should guide all operations. Though, this chapter will first take a 

look at the strengths and weaknesses of Netinlevy’s supply chain network. Then, the future 

trends influencing the channels will be described. Finally, a look on methods how 

LogbyE.com can respond to change in practice will be taken.

4.7.1 Strengths and Weaknesses

Looking at the supply chain description made, critical success factors for the functioning of the 

integrated SC can be identified. The interfaces that are based on standard electronic interaction 

like payment flows and forwarding orders, function smoothly assuming that the data is reliable 

(e.g., no non-existing customers). The more human interaction is required, the more 

complicated the integrated processes become. The interfaces with a lot of human interaction 

also seem to be the weakest links. The link between Netinlevy and LogbyE.com is very close 

and suitable for the development stage of the integration business. LogbyE.com’s management 

is active also in Netinlevy, which helps making the needed adjustments and improvements to 

the business concept. The services of the financing channel are well integrated into the SC, and 

new technology is being monitored. An example of this is the Wireless Application Protocol 

(WAP) -payment services published in April. As a pioneer, Netinlevy has its place in the 

Finnish Internet record business. As a subsidiary of the Infosto group, it has access to the large 

variety of media operated by it. In logistics, the infrastructure LS-Logistics has to offer makes 

it a very competitive logistics provider for handling small lots. LS-Logistics is physically 

located in the same distribution center as the post utilizing its economies of scale (it operates 

the widest distribution network in Finland). By co-operating with other well-established 

distributors, a suitable solution for different cost vs. speed levels is achieved. LogbyE.com, as 

a small software provider, has a good ground for providing e-business solutions compared to 

many consulting companies and hardware providers. Hardware providers mostly focus on 

bigger retailers that require the IT infrastructure which is their core competence. The 
consulting companies’ strengths again are in distributing knowledge. According to Forrester
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Research (see http://www.nua.ie/1 Л7.8.2000) they often have problems in collaboration with 

other partners. This is because the employees who work for consultant organizations in many 

cases would then be working with other consultants who would normally be seen as 
competitors. LogbyE.com has a good knowledge of the systems, and has experience from the 

retailing side (Netinlevy is a spin-off from it), so it knows the needs of small electronic 

retailers. Two trends that support the demand for LogbyE.com's products can be identified in 

the development of electronic retailing: the growing importance of supply chain management, 

and the integration of SC’s. The term, fourth-party logistics providers, is currently a 

management fad, accelerating the demand for their services. Also, the expected growth for 

demand of packaged software solutions, or customized off-the-shelf software (see Kalakota and 

Robinson 1999, 174) supports LogbyE.com in its efforts to offer electronic business solutions 

through providing the needed applications.

There are two major problems in Netinlevy’s SC: limited depth of integration in the transfer 

channel, and insufficient brand awareness. The importance of the brand raises as competition 

forces Netinlevy to increase its marketing efforts. Newly established web brands (e.g. 

www.netanttila.com) and aggressive Internet record shops (e.g. www.boxman.fi) are competing 

for the same customers. Links to the electronic storefront must be located under strong brands 

for the consumers to find them. Kalakota and Robinson say (1999, 34) consumers do not need 

just new electronic retailers, they want electronic solutions to fulfill their needs. Although the 

www.huiput.com brand has its place in the Finnish entertainment goods market, it is not strong 

enough alone. The site has to tempt customers either by a well-known brand or by e.g. adding 

enough value so the consumers search for the site. Co-operation with other electronic retailers 

and portals will be of great importance. In the long run, a situation where critical partners like 

the wholesalers are not integrated to the ordering system cannot function. The wholesalers take 

care of links to the manufacturers, so they are non-managed links for Netinlevy. Although 

disintegrated supply chains are a common business practice in the record business at the 

moment (Takala 22.3.3000); ways for closer integration should be actively sought for. 

According to LS-Logistics’ Pursiainen (10.3.2000), the logistics practices in e-commerce are 
very colorful at the moment. If LogbyE.com could develop clear practices the supply chain 

would gain a competitive advantage.

4.7.2 Future Trends in the Channels (Opportunities and Threats)

There are two major trends, dis- and reintermediation, that will have an enormous effect on the 

electronic supply chains in the future (see picture 4-7). As the amount of information grows,
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new kinds of intermediaries for searching, distributing, and filtering information are needed. 

This will lead to reintermediation in the information intensive channels (i.e., the ordering and 

promotion channels). Disintermediation again will revolutionize the physically intensive 

transfer channel. Especially in the music business digital distribution will have revolutionizing 

effects on the SC. A look at the changes in the different customer channels will be taken.

Disintermediation

Manufacturer/ ConsumerE-retailer Portal/Wholesaler/
Publisher Distributor aggregator

Re intermediation

Picture 4-7 Dis- and Reintermediation

In the promotion channel communication will be concentrated to new players. For example, in 

Internet advertising instead of contacting web-sites directly, the use oí Internet advertising 

solution companies like Doubleclick (www.doubleclick.com) or 24/7 Europe 
(www.247europe.com) will probably grow. To gain attention to its site co-operation with other 

sites (portals or other retailers) is important for a small e-retailer like Netinlevy. Pierre 

Omidyar, the founder of eBay, has stressed the power of portals (The Economist 2000, 15). 

Many web-surfers arrive first on portals like ihmemaa.fi (www.fi). The portals have huge 

leverage over retailers that need to be on its site. Reintermediation will mostly take place 

between electronic retailers and portals. In such a situation an important issue to be thought 

about is the control of the customer and order information. Promotion of electronic commerce 

is naturally in the interests of all parties who have invested in it. The amount of supporting 
members in the promotion channel will rise as primary members from other channels put 

efforts on communicating their services. For example, Merita has plans to increase co

operation with media companies to promote electronic commerce (Virkkunen 3.3.2000). 

Consumers have to be offered some contact information for giving feedback and changing 

order specifications. According to Pursiainen (10.3.2000), the feedback channel in e- 

commerce is often left without enough attention. In physical supply chains, the so-called bricks 

and mortar business, the ordering channel is usually responsible for selling and delivering the 

goods. The consumer can contact the customer interface that forwards the customers feedback
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to the right party. In e-business, this is more complicated as the roles in the channels are more 
dispersed. Either the promotion channel or the ordering channel might be the most visible 

interfaces for the consumer. Sometimes, even the bank is held responsible for the fulfillment of 

orders made to retailers in its electronic storefront (Virkkunen j.3.2000). Virkkunen stated that 

the bank is in a way morally responsible for the links available in its storefront. Creating 

response systems for customers requires resources and human interaction. It is a cost factor 
that is hard to place naturally to any of the SC members. In an efficient electronic supply chain 

response systems would be widely automated. In the ideal situation, when channels operate 

individually, the consumer would contact the appropriate supply chain member directly. An 
example of how this can be enhanced is the e-commerce site of the U.S.-based electronic 

component wholesaler Marshall Instruments (www.marshall.com, 01.03.2000), where end- 

customers can directly contact the transporter for changing specifications of the orders.

The financing channel operations are built on standardized procedures. New payment methods 

will probably rise, as they are being radically developed. E-business solution providers must 

integrate new applications to their services as they seek to become standards. The structure oí 

the supply chain will although doubtfully be affected by the technological development, at least 

not directly. As payment methods become more convenient and secure, the use of e-commerce 

will grow, which may indirectly affect the structure of electronic supply chains. The 

development of payment technology will stay in the hands of companies specialized in it and 

the applications will most likely be open (otherwise they cannot be launched effectively). 

Some new players may enter the financing channel. For example, mobile operators will 

introduce payment services integrated to the mobile phone. These will face challenges, as the 

multinational credit card companies develop their own payment services with mobile phone 

manufacturers. One well-known joint venture is a project by Nokia, Visa, and some retail- 

banks (e.g., MeritaNordbanken), who are developing payment services integrated into the 
mobile phones based on bluetooth technology2 (Virkkunen 3.3.2000, http://wwwdb.nokia.comL 

5.3.2000). Effective methods for micropayments will enable new kinds of downloadable 

services, as the payment can be made based exactly on consumption. Payment on delivery 

(P.O.D.) is a payment method used much by the courier services. The Finnish post will launch

Bluetooth wireless technology is a de facto standard, as well as a specification for small-form 
factor, low-cost, short range radio links between mobile PCs, mobile phones and other 
portable devices. The Bluetooth Special Interest Group is an industry group consisting of 
leaders in the telecommunications and computing industries that are driving development of 
the technology and bringing it to market.
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its P.O.D. -services in the near future (Salvante, 18.1.2000). This will make it a considerable 

service also for Netinlevy. For a channel integrator it is important that it uses up-to-date 

solutions. The only organizational change to be seen in the near future is although the 

outsourcing of billing to the logistics partner. This will cut Netinlevy’s charging process short 

and make it more efficient.

As we saw in the previous chapter, the transfer channel has the greatest potential for 

improvements, which is also why it will probably experience the most radical changes through 

disintermediation in the future (see picture 4-7). As the Internet enables more efficient 

information transfer and the distribution methods are developing; some intermediaries become 

useless. Also, in Netinlevy’s case the tiers between manufacturer and consumer do not 

necessarily add any value to the products as such. In the future, competition will drive such 

companies out of the business. Developing digitalization will place pressure on the wholesalers 

to develop their business models to respond to the demands of the electronic supply chains. To 

begin, the physical distribution methods should be adjusted for the electronic supply chain. As 

long as there are many small retailers buying the goods from larger wholesalers, the business 

relationships will probably stay transactional. To answer the modern customer needs, the SC 

should become more flexible. For instance, the retailer or the consumer should be able to 

adjust the delivery method from the options provided by LogbyE.com and its partners like in 

the case of Marshall (see p.67). If one logistics partner, here LS-Logistics, controls delivery 

and distribution, flexibility can be easily implemented. This requires that LS can offer 

competitive services ranging from direct manufacturer-to-consumer deliveries, to the value- 

added logistics services it offers. In case there are several logistics service providers to choose 

from, LogbyE.com would possibly have to include some kind of distribution optimization 

module in its order management software. Delivery companies are developing new electronic 

commerce products. The major improvements will be in developing efficient delivery of small 

lots and in supporting services for small ordering channel companies. One good example are 

services for taking care of accounts receivable. Small retailers who sell their products globally 

through the Internet might have difficulties in constructing systems for collecting payments. 

The payment infrastructure of global transport companies can be of great use in this.

The electronic synchronization of the SC would only be a temporary improvement. To stay 

competitive in the music business, solutions for digital distribution have to be developed. At 

the moment, no one is making money by distributing music through the Internet, but that day 

will arrive soon. New labels like Atomicpop.com (www.atomicpop.com, 20.2.2000) are
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distributing music primarily over the Internet. A new infrastructure of new portable music 

players serving downloadable music well, and artists keen to escape the record companies 

huge power are waiting. The four major record companies (Sony, BMG, TimeWamer, and 

Universal) are reinventing their strategies and adjusting the activities taken in their value chains 

to fit the demands set by digital distribution. The record companies are experimenting with 

digital distribution by offering free samples on their web-sites. Furthermore, they are 

partnering with or even investing in Internet companies like CDNow.com MusicMaker, 

Intertrust, and Liquid Audio (www.riaa.com/ News_Story.cfm? id=130, 28.5.2000). The major 

record companies have also launched musicbank.com, the world s first legally licensed music- 

on-demand service. At PEC-Musiikkitukku Oy, it was estimated that in a 8-10 years time the 

technology for digital delivery will be so common that it can be considered as the major 

distribution method of music (Takala, 22.3.2000).

4.7.3 Responding to Change

In the promotion channel, the focus should be on defining clear roles. In the financing channel 

the development of on-line payment technology will ensure total integration of the payment 

processes. The links between the ordering and the transfer channel are the most critical ones. 

What should be done is to create clear models for making the links more effective. By creating 

clear process descriptions and taking care of the availability of needed structures to support the 

processes (information systems and management components), the idea of an integrated supply 

chain should be sold to the wholesalers. It has to be remembered that there is not one single 

correct process model, but rather several opportunities. To serve the end-customers on a 

satisfactory service level, LogbyE.com should keep several specializations available for each 

process. For instance, the delivery methods should be flexible and open to customer 

preferences; the customer should be able to freely choose the delivery method on a cost/ 

delivery time axis. Digital delivery from wholesaler to consumer should be considered where 

economical. The questions for LogbyE.com are who will take care of the digital delivery of 

music and what is the role of a channel integrator in this development? In the case of digital 

delivery, LogbyE.com either offers the solutions to record companies or then Netinlevy has to 

develop into a music service provider (i.e., a portal offering downloadable music and additional 

services). To offer competitive e-business solutions LogbyE.com has to stay up-to-date in its 
clients businesses, and offer its clients competitive solutions and improvement ideas from its 

process library. As an example of a future process, I will present one process description with 

improvements in the physical distribution, and one with digital distribution. The revision made 

in the first case requires only getting back to the first level, the management components (the
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process description made in chapter 4.5. stays intact). Whereas, implementing digital 

distribution requires a revision to be made to the deepest level, the network characteristics. In 

picture 4-8 the activities in order fulfillment are presented as they would be if the shared IT 

infrastructure would reach the wholesalers. The required modules are presented in picture 4-9.
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Picture 4-8 Activities to Fulfill Orders in an e-Synchronized SC
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Picture 4-9 Integrated Order Fulfillment Process

When the order management system reaches the whole order-distribution chain separate order 

forwarding will not be needed anymore. With the existing business model remaining, 

Netinlevy’s core competence would still be in managing customer and order information. The 

responsibility of coordinating the orders would although be left to the wholesaler together with 

the logistics partner. All parties involved with handling the physical product receive the order
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information simultaneously. In the optimal situation, the inventory levels could be viewed 

directly from the business application. LS-Logistics’ undertakings to develop a web-based 

browser application that would enable the customers to browse delivery and inventory 

information from a client-specific Extranet —site, is a step into this direction. LogbyE.com 

must see that its applications can be integrated into LS’s service. An integrated application 

would increase the value of the electronic supply chain. In Netinlevy s case Value Added 

Logistics Services do not necessarily add any extra-value. The VAL -services suite a situation 

where orders consist of many little sub-orders better. Instead of getting their CD's and 

computer games in one package, Netinlevy’s customers most likely prefer getting the order as 

quickly as possible. Consequently, direct deliveries would suite the business very well. LS’ 

warehouse should be used as a distribution center only if it contributes to significant cost 

savings or increases customer value. For the wholesalers, the implementation of direct delivery 

would require radical changes in its business practices. LogbyE.com could serve Netinlevy in 

an indispensable way by developing the electronic supply chain solutions for them, and 

promoting the advantages of an integrated the SC solution to all SC members. For the 

company to succeed in offering e-business solutions, it is important that the supply chains ot its 

clients are as widely electronic as possible. The value of LogbyE.com’s services rise with the 

depth of integration. If the link enabled by LogbyE.com’s services is limited to the customer 

interface, the business model is basically about only selling software (a market segment with 

very high competition). In the case the solution includes the link to a SC partner the value of 

the service increases, and the customer gets locked to it as the switching costs rise. With the 

amount of links growing, the uniqueness of the service provider’s offerings grows and makes it 

more valuable. This statement is in line with the facts contributing to the closeness of the 

relationship presented in chapter 3.2.2.

To be able to offer competitive e-business solutions in the future, LogbyE.com should map 

solutions for digital delivery. As a small company, it is not able to create standards for digital 

delivery, so close co-operation with larger software providers is essential. In Picture 4-10 the 

activities required for order fulfillment are presented, as they would be if Netinlevy would 

operate as a music service provider and the music would be distributed digitally.
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Picture 4-10 Activities in Fulfilling Orders through Digital Distribution

Naturally, no physical flows exist. Also, the amount of activities needed has shrunk 

remarkably. Netinlevy would have to change its role and business model from managing the 

order channel to managing the promotion channel activities. In other words it would only 

distribute information. The modular process flowchart of digital order fulfillment is presented 

in picture 4-11.

Order fulfillment

Netinlevy receives 
i-order and payment

Customer downloads music 
from record companies’ 

database
(access through huiput.com)

Picture 4-11 Digital Order Fulfillment by Netinlevy

In table 4-2 the generic process is described using the criteria presented in chapter 3.3. To get 

to a situation where music is delivered digitally, it is not enough that Netinlevy changes its own 

strategy. The initiative has to be made by record companies owning the rights to distribute 
music. Projects like musicbank.com imply that the development could go in this direction.
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Table 4-2 Description of the Digital Order Fulfillment Process

Process description: Order fulfillment___________________________________________
Output and goals
- Offer music and music related information, games, competitions etc. on-line
- Keep customers satisfied and gather customer and order information.__________________
Resources and roles

Consumer interface: huiput.com 
Customer management : Netinlevy Oy

- Payment transmission, informing payment status: Online Banks
- Delivery: Downloading by consumer from record companies’ database that is accessed 

through huiput.com

Environment description
The music would be offered from the record companies through music databases, that the 
music service providers (Netinlevy) could access. In this scenario Netinlevy’s role would be 
to manage the customer contacts with the help of the solution provided by LogbyE.com. and 
to offer value-adding goods and services (e.g., news, fan products).

Methods and tools
In this specialization of the order fulfillment process, quality of the customer interface is 
highly important. The pleasure and value of visiting the site is basically the only thing 
Netinlevy can create lock-in with. Functioning co-operation between Netinlevy and the 
solution provider, LogbyE.com, is highly important.
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5 Conclusions and Recommendations

The purpose of this study was to review supply chain and e-commerce theories in order to 

develop a model for describing and this way integrating the business processes in an electronic 

supply chain. The empirical study was made from the viewpoint of LogbyE.com, a channel 

integrator, using its customer Netinlevy as an example. The case presents an example of how a 

small electronic supply chain might be conceptualized. Large supply chains are more complex 

and require a somewhat different approach. What actually was done to answer the research 

questions of this thesis (see p.6), was to make a systematic description of the SC and implement 

management practices for the cross-organizational processes. One of the major results oí this 

study is the description itself. This concluding chapter has been divided into three parts, the 

theoretical findings, the empirical results, and the managerial implications.

5.1 Theoretical Findings

The study suggests that the SC can be managed through managing the individual business 

processes. Describing and modeling all processes that require supplier and partner co-operation 

make integrating the supply chain easier. Shared IT structure is required to integrate the SC. 

In e-business, the information systems have naturally a crucial role in coordinating the 

processes. E-commerce will on one hand lead to increasing co-operation throughout the SC, on 

the other to increasing pressure to integrate IT systems and business processes. Close to perfect 

information that will partly replace physical inventory supports future supply chains. As a 

result, partnerships become more dependent on information flow. Differences in SCM 

definitions have led to a situation where most of the literature is aiming to define the term itself, 

and practical implications of SCM have been left with less attention. In e-business literature 

SCM has been written a lot about. Together with the developing use of integrated business 

applications it is stated to facilitate linking and integrating business processes. Based on 

literature, the following strategic SCM objectives can be identified:

■ Inter-enterprise coordination of business processes
■ Effective distribution and channel partnerships
■ Customer responsiveness throughout the SCM

This study focused on analyzing the first objective, and especially on the considerations of a 

channel integrator. It was noticed that the complexity of even the simplest supply chain 

requires clear practices for conceptualizing the roles, responsibilities and business rules in the 
supply chain. A conceptualization presented by Cooper et al. (1997) and Lambert et al. (1998)
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was used as the basis for describing SCM. The conceptualization divides SCM into three parts, 

the network structure, business processes, and management components. It presents a clear 
framework and lists factors to be analyzed in the different SC elements. It does not although 

offer practical tools for integrating the SC network. The framework developed in this study, 

uses the customer channel model (e.g., Heikkilä et al. 1998, 8) to help to picture the structure of 
the supply chain network, and emphasizes the role of processes to eliminate the functional and 

organizational silos in the SC.

The customer channel model divides the supply chain members into four individually operating 

channels: the promotion, financing, ordering, and transfer channel. Common characteristics are 

defined for each channel, which helps to understand the SC members in the different channels. 

After characterizing the SC network key activities in it are described. Chronological activity 

descriptions are used as the basis for identifying processes and the activities are formed into 

modular processes. In the modular process approach, generic activities are identified and 

divided into subtasks. By developing specializations of the subtasks, the generic processes are 

adjusted to suite the environment. This approach was seen to best suite the dynamic situation 

the supply chains in electronic retailing are in. Identifying processes and coordinating them 

appropriately was seen as a complex task. Integrating the SC requires that the different process 

specializations be described based on standard characteristics throughout the supply chain. In- 

depth business process descriptions were seen as a way to manage the SC processes. They 

exist to create rules, structures, and methods for the activities to be taken. Cooper et al. 

presented a covering list of management components that are used in the framework of this 

study. This study suggests channel integrators be given the responsibility to organize the 
required management components across the channels. Channel Integrators (or 4th Party 

Logistics Services Providers) are supply chain specialists, offering comprehensive SC solutions 

through integrating services of their own with those of complementary service providers. After 

describing the network structure, describing the processes, and organizing the management 
components, these three elements are revised for efficient integration. This is made through 

making a SWOT -analysis from which the required improvements are recognized.

5.2 Empirical Results

The model developed in the theoretical part was used to analyze the operations of LogbyE.com 

in integrating the supply chain of Netinlevy Oy. Because only one company was analyzed, the 

results cannot be generalized. They serve as a practical example of using the descriptive 

model. One of the main objectives of the study was to detail a model of service description for
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LogbyE.com’s e-business solutions that supports integrating the SC of Netinlevy. In 

Netinlevy’s interests it is to clarify the roles and responsibilities in its SC. Netinlevy sees 

indistinct responsibilities amongst SC members as its main development area at the moment 
(Norhomaa, 16.2.2000). The responsibilities of the supply chain members have become 

difficult to conceptualize as the delivery process has been rationalized. It was seen that deeper 

SC integration would not necessarily speed the response times, as the SC can meet customer 

requirements on a satisfactory level already. Integration would remove uncertainty related to 

the availability of products and clarify the SC operations. LogbyE.com’s focus is more on 
functioning solutions than on technical or graphical features of the storefront. Its aim is not to 

solely produce software solutions for e-commerce, but to be in the business of managing 

electronic supply chains. This aim is strongly supported by trends in SCM. To Netinlevy a 

complete e-business solution is provided. The e-commerce software enables integrating the 

SC, and can at the same time, it can be seen as an advantage and a burden for opening doors to 

the comprehensive e-business solution. Clients may feel that LogbyE.com’s interests are not in 
building collaboration amongst all SC members, but in benefiting itself by selling software.

Netinlevy is small compared to the other members in its SC. The larger wholesalers use their 

power over the retailers. The roles and responsibilities of the members seem to be under 

change, due to which the framework used for characterizing it had to be flexible. Customer 

channel separation characterizes the development in Netinlevy’s SC well. While analyzing the 
channel members, it was found that the responsibilities of the promotion and ordering channel 

are very similar. Furthermore, Netinlevy operates in both channels, which increases the 

importance of defining clear roles for companies. The financing channel’s services seem to be 

under continuous technical development. The process interfaces are mainly electronic, and the 

services can easily be integrated into the SC processes. In the ordering channel, LogbyE.com 

plays a major role in providing the software that enables the management of customers and 

orders. The parties in the channel range from traditional retailers to web shops. The transfer 

channel activities are not yet adjusted to fit the requirements of electronic supply chains. 
Wholesalers accept only fax orders, which contributes to the business relationships being 

transactional. The wholesalers use their power over the smaller retailers.

The operational goal of Netinlevy’s SC is to change consumer requirements into consumer 

satisfaction. In e-commerce of physical goods some additional value has to be brought 

compared to traditional retailers (e.g., faster deliveries, cheaper prices). Efficient order 
fulfillment has an important role in implementing this. The order fulfillment process was seen
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as a prerequisite for describing the other business processes, and was taken as an example ot 

identifying and describing processes in this thesis. The transactional relationship with the 

wholesalers was found to make the processes complicated. The only channel where all 

activities function on-line is the financing channel, in other words the links from consumer to 

bank and from bank to Netinlevy. The link from consumer to Netinlevy is also managed on

line, but forwarding orders required human interaction (i.e., faxing the orders to wholesalers). 

Fax ordering makes the order fulfillment much more complicated than it would be in case of an 

electronic SC. Two possible order fulfillment processes outcomes were pictured: an integrated 

electronic SC and a digital order fulfillment process. Both cases would clarify the SC 

operations very much. In the long run however, the physical distribution ot music was only 

seen as a temporary stage. Whatever the process characteristics are, a clear description that is 

standardized throughout the SC was seen as important. In the interviews made, identifying 

processes was although found complicated. The views of all actors differ, and constructing 

processes was seen as too abstract. Splitting the processes into subtasks and preparing 

specializations beforehand was found to be a practical tool.

Only few formal management components were identified in the SC. Much of the management 

relied on the information system. Other management components were not clearly structured. 

The reasons behind this were found to be the small size of Netinlevy, and the power used by 

the larger wholesalers. In a business relationship with small volumes, close physical 

collaboration with many partners would take too much of the resources. In traditional SC s 

management of the process links is often organized based on tradition, power, and agreements. 

In Netinlevy’s case LogbyE.com's role in organizing coherent management components was 

seen as crucial for integrating the SC processes. The relationship between Netinlevy and 

LogbyE.com is strengthened through shared management resources. The e-commerce software 

offers Netinlevy the possibility to deepen its business relationships assuming the SC partners 

are willing to co-operate on-line (i.e., distribute information or even deliver electronically). 

Establishing an electronic order system reaching the wholesalers would increase the flexibility 

of the deliveries and this way increase the value of LogbyE.com’s contribution to the SC. The 

more tiers are involved in the electronic supply chain, the more valuable LogbyE.com’s 
solution is. LogbyE.com was found to have potential to deepen the collaboration in 

Netinlevy’s SC through expanding the shared information system. In chapter 4.7.2 some future 

trends were identified. It was seen that the expansion of the electronic SC would lead to big 
changes in the network structure, and the roles of the companies. Digital distribution will 

slowly take over the physical distribution in the music industry. Consequently, Netinlevy will
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start to transform more into an infomediary. It is questionable if electronic synchronization 

will reach the physical wholesalers before digital distribution will break through.

5.3 Managerial Implications

An overview on a SC was given, where the supporting partners of a web shop have not adapted 

to e-business models yet. This study did not analyze new business models, but used a music 

industry company as an example of a web shop. The music industry is in an interesting 

situation, where digital distribution is about to revolutionize the entire industry. The managerial 

implications presented in this final chapter will shortly discuss how LogbyE.com should adapt 

to the changing situation. Future research should be made on how the new business models in 

music industry will affect the channel integrators operating in the business. Additionally, the 

changing roles of all players in the music business should be examined by analyzing changes in 

the customer channels.

In the introductory part of this study it was concluded that in the future the consumer would 

choose the supply chain which suites its purposes best, no matter if the response is physical or 

web-based. The SC network must provide the best system of response with business partners 
linked with the best business-to-business-to-consumer networking system. LogbyE.com has to 

build an open system and place much effort on getting suitable, good enough, supply chain 

partners. Channel conflicts are a risk ifLogbyE.com pushes into business relationships that are 

not based on electronic data interchange. Its competence is in electronically linking the 

supporting partners in different channels. It should aim to expand its operations through 

increasing efforts in promoting efficient electronic interaction. Three trends can be 

distinguished in building networks of organizations, which LogbyE.com should take in 

consideration:

■ Control the increasing amount of information
■ Aim to integrate all business applications
■ Emphasize relational factors against operational factors in the SC

The fast-changing markets of electronic commerce, business opportunities arise as the 

dynamics of whole industries are changed. The increasing use of IT systems increases the 
amount of information available and speeds up change. By offering all needed links and 

supporting services LogbyE.com can help clients with limited resources to stay in business. 

Managing the processes through shared IT -structure increases efficiency in a small SC. IT 
enables Netinlevy to collaborate closely with the logistics partner, whereas close collaboration
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with the isolated wholesalers takes too much of the resources. The core competencies oí each 

component have to be evaluated objectively to eliminate inefficiencies. For LogbyE.com to 

utilize the software as a door opener, it has to stay neutral. This requires that its software is 

customizable, modularity to the clients supply chain applications increases the value oí the 

service. Similarly, openness in regards to physical SC activities offered by other supporting 

companies (e.g., logistics partners and megaportals) is important. This enables Netinlevy to 

use the best possible services. A trusty partnership network is important for the credibility of a 

channel integrator. Moreover, as other supporting members are developing value-added 

services to their offerings, it is important for LogbyE.com to attempt to find the ultimate 

solution in collaboration with these partners. For example LS-Logistics is developing a 

comprehensive logistics management system. It is of no use for LogbyE.com to see this 

service as a threat, but rather to try to find synergistic advantages.

A channel integrator should try to guide the development in the SC. LogbyE.com has to 

specialize in an area were it has competitive advantage over its competitors, and more 

important other SC members. It should focus on integrating the channels in a way that utilizes 

all SC members. It can create advantage over the other supporting SC members through 

developing itself as a neutral party. Compared to channel integrators working on a consulting 

or hardware provider -basis, LogbyE.com s strength is in providing fast and reliable 

customization of the software. Although LogbyE.com s solutions are technology-based, they 

should not be focused on the software. Competitors can easily copy the software solution. By 

adding services to the software, the value of LogbyE.com’s service will rise. The 

comprehensive e-business solutions form complex entities. Consequently they should be 

described in a clear and understandable way. For example, business processes were found to 

be abstract issues in Netinlevy. The use of a SC description like the one made in this study, is a 

good way to clarify the e-business solution and bring it closer to practice.
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